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CONGO: A Congolese family
walks from Gisenyi towards
Kigali.

Falcons back on track
with win over Rockets
By Jason A Dixon
THE BG DEWS

Volcano
forces
people
out of
Congo
By Chris TomNnson
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

GOMA. Congo — lava touched
off a massive explosion and a
series of fireballs at a gas Station
Monday, killing at least 90 people
scavenging for fuel. Still, residents
picked their way across hardening
slabs of lava, returning home to
this town demolished l>y a volcanic eruption.
With most of the tens of thousands who fled last week's eruption already relumed, a volcano
expert declared the area reasonably safe despite continuing earth
tremors. He said there were no
indications Mount Nyiragongo
would erupt again soon and that
all lava flows had halted.
Residents scoured cooling
tongues of lava for scorched sheets
of comigated iron to use as roofs
for makeshift dwellings.

Studenfs
research
published
in journal
Chits Schooler BG News

By Jennifer Bracken
THE BC NEWS

Undergraduates are usually not
associated to big scientific discoveries. Rut Krishna Csaszai, a
senior, has made tremendous
contributions to the area of chemistry and mathematics through
her research and analysis.
It is a good thing to have
undergraduates involved in
research projects," said Craig
Zirbel, assistant professor in the
department of mathematics and
statistics. "They can make real
contributions. This is exactly what
Csaszar has recently done.
i sas/.u is a senior majoring in
both chemistry and mathematics.
She recently wrote a paper entitled "Molecular Dynamics of the
Frame-shifting Pseudoknot from
Beet Western Yellows Virus: The
Role of Non-Watson-Crick BasePairing, Ordered Hydration,
Cation Binding, and Base
Mutation on Stability and
Unfolding." Because of the significance of the results, the paper was
published in the Journal of
Molecular Biology."
The research was as complicated as the title. Neolcles B. Leontis,
Professor in the Chemistry
Department, as well as Jiri Sooner,
SCIENCE, PAGE 2

Unsure whether their first loss
in 12 games, or the fact that they
were competing against archrival Toledo should be emphasized for reason to play well. The
men's basketball team decided a
victory would be the only incentive.
Key reserves, Josh Atmanson
and Gennaine Fitch, along with
Len Matela's career-high 28
points ignited a second-half surge
that led to the Falcons 76-57 win
over die Rockets.
It was an inauspicious beginning to Matela's career day,
because only 30 seconds into the
game the senior center was sent
to the bench after University of
Toledo's A.J. Shcllabergcr scored
the first four points of the game.
"I screwed up," Matela said.
"Coach told me all week if that
happened I was coming out It
was real embarrassing and 1 was
really mad. There were a bunch of
feelings. 1 just tried to put it in the
back of my mind, and put it in the
back of everybody's mind*.
When Matela returned, he
scored his first points with 15:47
left in the half, making the score
7-6. UT's Jim Clement hit the first
of his 2 1st half three-pointers,
giving the Rockets their last lead
of the game at 13-11. Matela's 6th
point of the half nodded the game
up at 13-13, followed by his threepoint play, which extended the
lead to 16-13. Keith Mcleod, who
poured in IS points, scored his
first points of the game giving the
Falcons a 19-13 lead with 7:30 left
in the half.
BC then began to assert itself,
ending the half on a 14-12 run,
making it a 33-25 lead at halftimc
for the Falcons.
The first half was even closer
than what the 8 point lead indicated, however, the Falcons
forced 15 turnovers and held the
Rockets to 36 percent shooting
before intermission.
Head Coach Dan Dakich credited his team's first half performance to their awareness of a
zero-tolerance for defensive lapses, which had occurred in the two
previous contests.
"We had been slipping and 1
just made up my mind that we

TOPPING IT OFF: Senior Len Matela tries to keep a Toledo player from scoring. Matela was the lead scorer in Saturday's game against
Toledo.
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Bowling Greenery opens
for campus community
By Craig Gilford
rHE BG NEWS

One new Union dining area is
opening today, while construction crews and Union employees
work through problems for
another.
Fillet Mignon, Salmon Fillet
and smoked pork chops are not
usually items someone would
find on a menu dealing with
University dining until now.
The Bowling Greenery is
opening today in the BowenThompson Student Union and

will offer these menu items and
more to the campus community.
"I think the students will be
very excited by what we are offering," said Edward O'Donnell,
director of dining services.
According to O'Donnell, the
menu will be an, "expanded version" of what the Pheasant Room
offered when it was in the old
union.
There will also be a buffet in
the Bowling Greenery, which is
still under construction that will
be similar to what the Bowl 'N

Greenery in the old union had.
"It's really a combination of
both types of services offered in
the old union," O'Donnell said
Dining services will mark the
opening of the new restaurant
with a flute trio playing in the
Union atrium at lunchtime.
"We're going to have some
music to be enjoyed by folks in
the restaurant," said Dave
Crooks, director of the Union.
A final practice run through
GREENERY, PAGE 2
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GREENERY: The Bowling Greenery opens today to allow a restaurant atmosphere for students and faculty.
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Basketball team dominates Toledo
BASKETBALL, FROM PAGE 1

were going to play the way I want
us to play, or we were going to play
with other people," Dakich said.
"It sent a message to everyone on
the team".
After the Rockets' Terry
Reynolds converted on 1 of 2 freethrows to make the score 33-26,
Mel md picked up his 4th foul
less than two minutes into the
half. With BG's star seeing his first
minutes on the bench in two
games, UT tried relentlessly to
take advantage of his absence.
Reynolds, who led the Rockets
with 20 points, brought UT within
3, at 41 -38. But with 14:46 left controversy preceded to take its

course within the game, as
Reynolds was whistled for his 4th
foul.
"Milo Kirsh made a good play
and I picked the ball up and the
guy (Erik Crawford) just kind of
flopped, and the referee made the
call. V\fe were gaining momentum
at the time and I think that kind of
changed the game a little bit"
With Reynolds on the bench
the Falcons went on a 19-5 run,
which included Brandon Pardon's
three-point field goal that made
the score 44-38, and Fitch's block
that led to Almanson's dunk giving the Falcons a 46-38 lead.
By the time Reynolds had
returned the Rockets found
themselves facing a 60-45 deficit.

UT would come as close as 67-53
during the second half, but they
could not withstand the inside
presence of Matela, who recorded his 26th double-double,
Almanson's 14 points off the
bench, and Fitch, who had only 2
points, but made significant contributions with his defense and
hustle.
"Coach tells us Keith can't be
the savior every game, and we
knew when he got his fourth foul
somebody was going to have to
step up and do that," Fitch said.
"We talked about coming out
and out-hustling them, outscraping them, and that's what
we did."
"1 thought it was a very hard-

played game by both learns,"
Dakich said. "When Keith went
out with the four fouls, we
ended up playing about as well
as we could play, and my guys
hung in there and did a good
job. This was no 19-point game.
This was a tough game."
With the win BG not only
rebounded from a 92-79 lose to
the Ball State Cardinals, they
also ended a three-game losing
streak to the Rockets (6-8,3-2).
The Falcons (14-2, 4-1) travel
to take on the Akron Zips
January 23, with the tip-off
beginning at 7:30 p.m. And
return home Saturday, playing
host to the Kent State Golden
Flashes.

Undergrad helps out science world
SCIENCE, FROM PAGE 1

Nada Spackova, and Richard
Stefl, all three from the Academy
of Sciences of the Czech Republic
assisted Csaszar in her research.
"The paper reports computer
simulations of the motions of
complex RNA (ribonucleic acid)
molecule," Leontis said. "The
molecule was chosen by us and
the simulations were carried out
by the Czech people." Together
they analyzed the data and drew
conclusions through comparison
to experimental work.
"Thirty-three nanoseconds of
molecular dynamics data for the
RNA pseudoknot was collected."
Csaszar said. This data went
through a process that took several months of computer calcula-

tions. The data was used to analyze features of the RNA molecule.
"Our analysis provided important information about the relative stabilities of different hydrogen bonds in Ihe structure," said
Csaszar. "Based on the significance and thoroughness of our
results, Dr. Leontis and Dr.
Sponer felt the Journal of
Molecular Biology was the most
appropriate journal in which to
publish them."
Upon submitting their results a
reviewer at the journal found that
their information could potentially "establish a 'baseline' for further computational and structural studies on pseudoknots and
their methods of (un)folding"
according to Csaszar. The publi-

cation of Csaszar's work is just
one of many major accomplishments.
Csaszar was awarded the Barry
M. Goldwater Scholarship. The
scholarship was created to
encourage outstanding students
to pursue careers in mathematics, natural sciences, and engineering, according to Csaszar.
Three hundred scholarships of
this kind are awarded each year in
the United States, worth $7500,
Her achievements do not end
there.
The Rhodes Scholarship provides for two to three years of
study that takes place at the
University of Oxford in England.
Last semester Csaszar was one of
the three students chosen to
apply. She was named as a final-

ist based on her high academic
achievement, integrity of character, her spirit of unselfishness,
and respect for others, potential
for leadership and physical vigor,
which fills the criterion for the
scholarship.
This particular
opportunity is awarded to 32
applicants a year in the United
States. These awards will further
her education for the future.
"I can certainly say that
Kristina is a very bright, capable
student who has a definite
promise for a research career,"
Zirbelsaid.
"My future plans include pursuing my masters degree in
mathematics at BGSU next year,"
Csaszar said. "Followed by a PhD
in either chemistry or mathematics."

Greenery opens for University
GREENERY, FROM PAGE 1

was held for the Bowling
Greenery last Friday. Guests were
invited by invitation only to test
out the new campus restaurant.
"For the most part, I would
say we're ready," O'Donnell
said. "They were impressed.
They think it will be a nice addition to the campus community"
Tables and chairs for the

HARRY POTTER
Apr. 17, Apr. 19 and Apr. 20 ..
Sibs and Kids Weekend
(Fri. and Sat. showtime 7:00 p.m.)

Greenery have yet to arrived, so
those from the atrium will be
used temporarily.
"The tables that are going to
be in there (today) are not the
ones that will be in there the
remainder of the semester,"
O'Donnell said. "I don't think it's
anything that will directly affect
service."
While the Union restaurant is
opening, the food court is still
two to three weeks away from
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Phi Mu Spring Recruitment
Where:The Phi Mu house, located behind the

AVAILABLE FOR SPRING SEMESTER

When: Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday ••

/A,

•

1/22 8-9pmor9-10pm
1/23 8 9pm or 9-10pm
1/24 7-8pmor8-9pm

Contact forjquestions:
Julie rerguson 353-OW1
SrtfltJW4fli!B>-"
<I>M <I>M <I>\I <I>\1 <l>\l <DM <D\1 <I>\1 <I>\I <I>\1

East Merrv Avenue Apartments

All Movies Shown
9:15 p.m.
Wednesday and Sunday nights
in the
New Union Theatre

505 CLOUGH, #A6 and C29 - Two BR
furnished, $525.00 per month, $525.00 deposit
until 5/11/02. Tenant pays gas and electric.
850 SIXTH, #9 - Two BR furnished. $525.00 per
month, $525.00 deposit until 5/11/02. Tenant pays
gas and electric.
* We also have several semester subleases available.
List is available at rental office.
JOHN M:\Y1.OYI-: KKAL KSIAI I-. INC

GREENBRIAR
APARTMENTS

SPWC MOVIES

counter tops were delayed in
being delivered.
Although the new Union
opened last Monday with a
majority of the food areas
incomplete, everything else was
open prior to the original completion date in February.
"I'm delighted we were able
to open as much in this building
as we did (last) Monday,"
Crooks said. "(The food areas)
are coming along very quickly."

The Rental Office is now signing leases for
2002-2003 school year.
Stop in for your listings and information.

Student Union.

FREE
ADMISSION

being ready.
According to Crooks, dining
services is still working out a
contract with a franchise philly
sub place.
"It's very, very close," he said.
"They're in the final stages of
negotiations."
However, the opening of the
food court is not pending on the
contract, O'Donnell said, but
rather construction being completed and because some of the

516 & 522 E. Merry Avenue
•CLOSE TO CAMPUS
•2 Bedrooms, 2 Baths, Furnished
•Units have dishwashers & garbage disposals
$625 - $725 mo.

Rental Office
419-354-2260
319E. Woostei (across from (aco Mdh

Make a difference...
The BG Neivs
iS looking for:

Field Manor Apartments
519 Leroy Ave., 542 & 560 Frazee Ave.
•CLOSE TO CAMPUS
•2 Bedrooms, 2 Baths, Furnished
•Units have dishwashers & garbage disposals
$625 - $675 mo.
Frazee Avenue Apartments
818 Thurstin, 624, 670 and 656 Frazee Ave.
•CLOSE TO CAMPUS
•2 Bedrooms, 2 Baths, Furnished
•Units have dishwashers & garbage disposals
$625 - $675 mo.

$150.00 OFF
Discount takon per unit
expires"on 2/15.02

352-0717

UlljL v/^1

224 E. WOOSTER

Assistant Arts & Life Editor
Writers Cop/ Editors
Graphic Designers
Photographers
Contact:
Ktmberf/ Pupps

372-2602
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or stop in HO West Hall
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Calendar ol Events comes from www bf su edu/events

TUESDAY, JANUARY 21
10 am - 4 pm
52ND ANNUAL FACULTY/STAFF
EXHIBITION
A wonderful opportunity to see
and purchase work by some of
the finest artists in this region,
this exhibition presents work in a
wide range of media by current
and emeriti faculty and current
staff members of the School of
Art. Dorothy IJber Bryan Gallery
10am-4 pm
PINK ONIONS: REFLECTIONS
ONTHE NOSTALGIC
TENDERNESS AND RAW
PUNGENCYOFYOUTH
This is a national juried exhibi tion open to work in all media
that addresses the themes or
iconography of childhood and
adolescence. WillardWdnkelman
Gallery
11 am - 5 pm
GLORY PHI GODTiCKET SALES
FOR VALENTINE DANCE. Table
in the Union
3 pm
EDUCATION ABROAD REENTRY PROGRAM
This program is designed for students who studied abroad during
the 2000-2001 academic year or
during summer 2001. Students
will share their overseas experiences with others who have had
similar experience 1103
Offenhauer West

bling of roles (i.e.
Narrator/Mysterious Old Man or
Prince/Wolf) until after auditions. If you have any questions
contact Dr. Ellison at 372-0472
ellison@bgnet.bgsu.edu Audition
Policy: The Department of
Theatre practices the principle of
equal opportunity: except in
plays where race, ethnicity, or sex
is an issue, casting is decided on
the basis of ability. Scripts may be
checked out overnight through
the Department of Theatre office,
338 South HalL 372-2222.405
University Hall
7:30 pm
MUSIC FROM BOWLING
GREEN AT THE MANOR
HOUSE: THE CORRIGAN
ENSEMBLE
Free and open to the public.
Wildwood Metropolitan Park,
Sylvania
8 pm
GUEST ARTIST: BENJAMIN
PIERCE, EUPHONIUM AND
TUBA

BGSU alumnus returns for a
guest recital. Pierce is currently a
doctorale fellow at the University
of Michigan. Free and open to
the public. Bryan Recital Hall,
Moore Musical Arts Center

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 23
9:30 am -3pm
INFORMATION TABLE FOR
JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
University Hall

6 pm

AUDmONS—INTOTHE WOODS
Auditions Tuesday, Jan 22 &
Wednesday Jan. 23 Sign up on
bulletin board across from Main
Theatre (338 South) office for 15 .
minute time slots (4 to 5 in a slot)
Sign up sheet will be posted
December 1.2001. The initial
auditions are singing only (please
note - there are smaller roles that
do not require the most beautiful
voices in the world, but need
actors who can carry a tune.) For
the initial auditions prepare a
PORTION of a song - Between 1
and 2 minutes. No more than 2
minutes maximum, please. 1 may
not even need you to sing all of
that and I may give you some
ideas to play with and ask you to
sing again immediately. Brevity
and flexibility are the name of the
game. Bring sheet music in the
key you are singing. An accompanist will be provided, or you
may bring your own if you wish.
No singing with tapes or without
music will be allowed. For the initial auditions sing music that
shows off your voice, your diction
and your ability to communicate
through song. Please no rock or
pop songs. If you wish to sing
something from the show, that is
fine. There will be no dancing or
readings for tin- initial auditions
Call Backs Thursday, Jan. 24,2002
Be prepared to sing again. There
may be music for a character you
will be asked to prepare, so auditioning early is recommended.
Be prepared to sing and read
from the script I will not decide
whether there will be any dou-

a DID YOU Q

a

KNOW?

&

10am-4 pm
52ND ANNUAL FACULTY/STAFF
EXHIBITION
A wonderful opportunity to see
and purchase work by some of
the finest artists in this region,
this exhibition presents work in a
wide range of media by current
and emeriti faculty and current
staff members of the School of
Art. Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery
10 am-4 pm
PINK ONIONS: REFLECTIONS
ON THE NOSTALGIC
TENDERNESS AND RAW
PUNGENCY OF YOUTH
This is a national juried exhibition open to work in all media
that addresses the themes or
iconography of childhood and
adolescence. Willard Wdnkelman
Gallery
10 am - Noon
ISSUES IN CULTURAL
DIVERSITY SERVICES
Dr. M.L King Jr., Tribute Program
"Disabilities and Civil Rights" For
information, please contact Mary
Wrighten at 372-7897. Jerome
Library-Pallister Conference
Room
11 am-5 pm
GLORY PHI GOD TICKET SALES
FOR VALENTINE DANCE
Table in the Union

Theatre (338 South) office for 15
minute time slots (4 to 5 In a slot)
Sign up sheet will be posted
December 1,2001. The initial
auditions are singing only,
(please note - there are smaller
roles that do not require the most
beautiful voices in the world, but
need actors who can cany a
tune.) For the initial auditions
prepare a PORTION of a songBetween 1 and 2 minutes. No
more than 2 minutes maximum,
please. I may not even need you
to sing all of that and I may give
you some ideas to play with and
ask you to sing again immediately. Brevity and flexibility are the
name of the game. Bring sheet
music in the key you are singing
An accompanist will be provided,
or you may bring your own if you
wish. No singing with tapes or
without music will be allowed.
For the initial auditions sing
music that shows off your voice,
your diction and your ability to
communicate through song.
Please no rock or pop songs. If
you wish to sing something from
the show, that is fine. There will
be no dancing or readings for the
initial auditions Call Backs
Thursday, Jan. 24,2002 Be prepared to sing again. There may
be music for a character you will
be asked to prepare, so auditioning early is recommended. Be
prepared to sing and read from
the script. I will not decide
whether there will be any doubling of roles (i.e.
Narrator/Mysterious Old Man or
Prince/Wblf) until after auditions. If you have any questions
contact Dr. Ellison at 372-0472
ellison@bgnet.bgsu.edu Audition
Policy: The Department of
Theatre practices the principle of
equal opportunity: except in
plays where race, ethnicity, or sex
is an issue, casting is decided on
the basis of ability. Scripts may be
checked out overnight through
the Department of Theatre office,
338 South Hall 372-2222.405
University Hall
7 pm
WOMEN'S BASKETBALLAT
KENT STATE
Kent, Ohio

7 pm - 8 pm
SERVICE OPEN HOUSE
Free and open to all Come join
us for time to mingle and learn
about the exciting opportunities
in service. Alpha Phi Omega,
Circle K, Dance Marathon,
Habitat for Humanity, Silver
Wings, Volunteers in Progress, are
just some of the groups that will
be appearing For more information, please contact Pete Lafferty,
372-2343, or e-mail
rnvlaffe@bgneLbgsu.edu. 228
Bowen- Thompson Student Union
7:30 pm
MEN'S BASKETBALL AT AKRON
Akron, Ohio

6 pm
AUDmONS—INTOTHE WOODS
Auditions Tuesday, Jan 22 &
Wednesday Jan. 23 Sign up on
bulletin board across from Main

8 pm
FACULTY ARTISTSERIES:
AARON KEASTER. DOUBLE
BASS

Music series featuring College of
Musical Arts faculty. Free and
open to the public Bryan Recital
Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center
9:15 pm
RIDING IN CARS WITH BOYS,
UAO MOVIE

Union Theatre

IT IIJRSDAY. JANUARY 24
10 am - 4 pm
52ND ANNUAL FACULTY/STAFF
EXHIBITION
A wonderful opportunity to sec
and purchase work by some of
the finest artists in this region,
this exhibition presents work in a
wide range of media by current
and emeriti faculty and current
staff members of the School of
Art. Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery
10 am -4 pm
PINK ONIONS: REFLECTIONS
ONTHE NOSTALGIC
TENDERNESS AND RAW
PUNGENCYOFYOUTH
This is a national juried exhibition open to work in all media
that addresses the themes or
iconography of childhood and
adolescence. WillardWankelman
Gallery
11 am-5 pm
GLORY PHI GOD TICKET SALES
FOR VALENTINE DANCE
Table in the Union
6 pm
CALLBACKS-INTOTHE
WOODS

Call Backs Thursday, Jan. 24,
2002. Be prepared to sing again.
There may be music for a character you will be asked to prepare,
so auditioning early is recommended. Be prepared to sing and
read from the script. I will not
decide whether there will be any
doubling of roles (i.e.
Narrator/Mysterious Old Man or
Prince/Vtolf) until after auditions. If you have any questions
contact Dr. Ellison at 372-0472
ellison@bgneLbgsu.edu Audition
Policy: The Department of
Theatre practices the principle of
equal opportunity: except in
plays where race, ethnicity, or sex
is an issue, casting is decided on
the basis of ability. Scripts may be
checked out overnight through
the Department of Theatre office,
338 South Hall. 372-2222.405
University Hall

9 pm -11pm
BASKETBALL GAME FOR
DONATIONS
The NAACP will be holding a
basketball game for donations to
raise money for Dance
Marathon. EpplerNorth

Service Open House!

ft
/%

Sponsored by
the Center for
Environmental
Programs and
your Campus
Recycling
Program
*^1 Miller, 1996LjyjQfl
/\ in the Environment /^

The most visionary
and idiosyncratic filmmakers
of the 20" century.
They create films that pay tribute
to classic American movie genres,
especially film noir,
while sustaining a firmly
postmodern feel.

m
ill

Ml
MARCH

2 7

•Meet New People*Have Fun*
•Experience New Opportunities*
•Get an Edge in your Major'Explore New Career Options*

Come join us for time to mingle and learn about
the exciting opportunities in service!

8

I

7:30 pm
FICTION READING—
ROSELLEN BROWN, AUTHOR
OFHALFAHEART
Poetry and Fiction Readings
sponsored by the Creative
Writing
Program, Mid-American Review,
and English DepartmenL Prout
Chapel

Free and Open to All!
The average
&
American
n
family
produces
iA about 10 lbs. /^
t\ of trash every *%
j*7 week or abouVjr1
LI 25 lbs. per CJ|
person.1

7:30 IN THE GISH THEATRE
FREE ADMISSION

Appearing will be:
Alpha Phi Omega
Habitat for Humanity
Circle K
Silver Wings
Dance Marathon
Volunteers in Progress
Plus Alternative Break Opportunities & More Groups!
7-8pm
Wednesday, January 23, 2002
|Bowen-Thompson Student Union, Room 228

For more information,
please contact
Pete Lafferty
372-2343
pwla ffe@bgnet.bgsu .edu

iment
Division otStudertAflairs

kPR I I

24
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OPINION

"Always chew your pretzels before
you swallow."
President George W. Bush's warning lo a heartland crowd after his
choking-tainting spell.

Some charities hurting since attacks
Since Sept. 11, millions of
dollars have been given to
the many Sept. 11-related
funds or to help the civilian population in Afghanistan.
Money has been going to what
American people can relate to.
Whether it was people losing
their relatives or Afghanistan children starving, those are things
we've seen before and felt compelled to do something about.
While American charities had
never collected so much money
before, many organizations have

YOU DECIDE
Should people keep giving
money to international
catastrophes charity funds?
Go lo www.bgnews.com/opinton
to respond. Results will be
updated frequently.
seen a decrease in the amount
given to their charities. Things
that did not relate to the tragic
events of Sept. 11 have taken second place in people's mind.
Christmas programs for the

less fortunate, homeless shelters,
cancer funds, as well as other
charities are bringing in less
money this year.
Tragic natural catastrophes
around the world will also suffer
from titis shift of interest in charities.
On Thursday, a river of lava
flowed through the center of the
eastern Congolese town of Coma.
About 300,000 people were
forced out of their homes.
Most of them had to leave
everything behind them, except

Advise and consent or
delay and obfuscate
point: Bush's nomination of
Eugene Scalia to serve as the top
lawyer at the Labor Department.
Scalia is eminently qualified; he
graduated from the University of
Chicago Law School, where he
was editor of the law review,
worked under former Education
Secretary William Bennet and
practiced employment law in
DC. while serving as a consultant
to the Labor Department. He has
been praised by Sen. Ted
Kennedy (D-MA) as "a great
lawyer," and by liberal law professor Cass Sunstein of the
University of Chicago as "as good
a choice as can be imagined."
So why did Daschle and company refuse even to bring his
nomination up for a vote? He is
the son of conservative Supreme
Court liisiin- AntoninScalia, who
sided with Bush in the Bush vs.
Gore decision, which effectively
granted Bush the presidency last
fall. Political paybacks are an
established part of our system, of
course, but they should never be
dealt out at the expense of the
American people. Fortunately,
Bush used his power of recess
appointment to go around
Daschle and grant Scalia and a
few other nominees temporary,
one year appointments, at the
end of which they will again
require senate confirmation.
Predictably, Daschle called the
move "regrettable," though it
seems not half as regrettable as
the actions of his own party.
Unfortunately, Bush's troubles
getting his nominees confirmed
have not been limited to the judicial and law enforcement sectors.
Of the 508 government positions
requiring senate confirmation,
only about 300 have been filled.
Many of these unfilled positions
are crucial to the successful execution of the nation's war on terrorism. Some are foreign policy
positions, a situation that White
House Spokesman Ari Fleisher
calls "particularly disturbing."
Some are even more important to
the battle against terrorism, such
as the voids at the head of the
Food and Drug Administration,
which is responsible for approving medicines and vaccines necessary as preventive measures
against bioterrorism, and the
National Institutes of Health, as
well as vacancies in important
deputy positions at the Federal
Aviation Administration and
Department of Defense.
After criticizing the President
for moving too slowly to secure
the nation's airports, Senate
Democrats have refused to confirm the nominee to head the
newly created Transportation

(U-WIRE) GRAND
RAPIDS. MICHIGAN
Rob Nederhood
When President George W
Bush took office one year ago, he
vowed to remedy a serious crisis
in the U.S. justice system: the lack
of federal judges. Few deny it is a
crisis. The 6th Circuit Court of
Appeals, which has jurisdiction
over the state of Michigan, has
five vacancies on what is supposed to be a 16 member panel.
The 9th Circuit Court of Appeals,
which has jurisdiction over the
Western United States and has
seen its case load rise 95 percent
in the last 15 years, also has five
vacancies.
During the Clinton years, the
federal courts had, at any one
time, between 80 and 100 vacancies, resulting in a massive backlog of cases. Yet despite his good
intentions, at the end of Bush's
first year in office, the number of
vacancies on the federal bench
has risen to 110. So what gives?
The President has, as we have
come to expect from him, held
up his end of the bargain, nominating 80 judges during the past
year, enough to seriously alleviate
the crisis.
The problem is this: only 28 of
those nominees have gained the
requisite confirmation by the
Democrat-controlled Senate.
Bush handed down most of the
nominations last spring yet nearly a year later, the senate has
failed to act on them. In fact, of
the President's first batch of 11
nominees, only two have even
been granted a hearing in the
Senate ludiciary Committee,
which must approve the nominees before the full senate can
confirm them.
Senate Democrats have effectively stonewalled Bush's slate of
nominees, placing political
grudges above the welfare of the
nation's court system, and by
extension, the American people.
The main culprits behind this
travesty of justice are Senate
Majority Leader Tom Daschle (DSD), responsible for deciding
what business gets taken up and
when, and Sen. Patrick Leahy (DVT), Chairman of the ludiciary
Committee, responsible for holding hearings.
If ideological differences or a
lack of qualified nominees were
the motivation for the Democrats'
dilatory tactics, one could consider giving them a break.
Unfortunately, the reason for the
"confirmation gap" seems to be
political spite - partisanship for
the sake of partisanship. Case in

Security Administration, highly
qualified former Secret Service
director lolm Magaw. Bush's cabinet stood incomplete for nearly
10 months until the December
confirmation of lohn Walters as
drug czar.
Daschle and other Democratic
leaders have offered several
excuses for their refusal to consider President Bush's nominees. In
the case of Scalia, for example,
Daschle claimed that there were
not 60 votes "required" to confirm
Scalia. The only reason that 60
votes would be necessary, of
course, would be to block a filibuster. If Daschle was so convinced that Scalia was a "very
controversial" nominee who didn't have the simple majority needed for confirmation, he could
have merely called a vote and
defeated the nomination.
However, he chose to continue
to stonewall by announcing an
extraordinary standard for Scalia's
confirmation.
With some truth, Leahy has
pointed out that the events of
Sept. 11 have also delayed confirmations. However, several of
these confirmations have been
made even more urgent by die
country's war on terrorism. It is
instructive to note that since the
attacks. Senate Democrats have
found time to honor Barry Bonds
for his "spectacular record-breaking season," and to pass the porkfilled Railroad Retirement Act,
while Leahy himself has found
time to secure $1.5 million for the
revitalization of the tiny town of
Winooski, Vermont. It certainly
doesn't seem as if filling the epidemic of vacancies in the judiciary and upper reaches of government was ever on their list of priorities.
Perhaps the most effective
argument for Democrats has
been to point out uiat the
Republicans did the same thing
to President Ginton's nominees
throughout his tenure. Though
true, that certainly doesn't make
the Democrat's inactions good for
the country. The hypocrisy of
Democratic leaders is evident
when one considers that when
Clinton was trying to push his
nominees through the senate
when there were only 75 vacancies, Daschle claimed that "there
is a dire shortage - we have a judicial emergency right now" and
Leahy declared that "Any week in
which the senate does not confirm three judges is a week in
which the senate is failing to
address the vacancy crisis."
Presumably, Leahy has abandoned the three judges per week
standard.

Submission policy

what could be carried out on foot.
Those people have lost all their
possessions, and they will have to
start over. Until then, they have
no where to live, no medical
assistance and live in a country
torn apart by civil war.
While a lot of money is going to
help people suffering from the
war in Afghanistan, we can wonder how much attention this
country is going to pay to the situation in the Congo.
Afghanistan has been on the
news for several months, and

many people believe the destruction of the Taliban is going to liberate the country.
As far as the Congo is concerned, most people don't really
know where it is, mere is nothing
to really liberate, and America has
no real reasons to be involved
there any way.
The general public docs not
really care about what can happen in the Conga Afghanistan
has been in the spotlight since
Scpt.ll; the Congo will probably
disappear from the news in a few

Wendy's was
PEOPLE
ON THE STREET
misrepresented
What did you do this
past three day weekend?

TEREA BOYSAW
FRESHMAN

"Shopped, slept and
ate."

NEIL BERG
GRAD STUDENT

"I looked at the empty
Union."

MELISSA EVANS

SOPHOMORE
"Danced at the basketball game"

MEGHAN
MUENCHAUSEN
SOPHOMORE

"Went out and partied"

GUEST COLUMN

KurtChiarebtt
I would like to state my
important opinion on an issue
which appeared in the Friday,
January 18th edition of The BG
News. I believe that the main
article on the front page titled,
"Local businesses angry over
being left out of new Union,"
along with the opinion article
titled, "Union food dominated
by Dining Services," contained
comments which may have led
readers to have a negative
impression of the Wendy's that
will be located in the Union.
The article gave the false
impression that the Wendy's
obtained its location by bribing
the Union officials and by being
able to pay large sums of
money to grasp a prime location within the Union.
Furthermore, the article also
gives the false impression the
spaces which were up for sale in
the Union could only be bought
by a national powerhouse fast
food restaurant with resources
beyond that of an establishment like Cosmo's.
In reality, the Wendy's that
will be located in die Union
belongs to a franchise not the
Wendy's International
Corporation. The ignorance of
the columnist ignores the fact
that a franchise restaurant is
owned by one person or a small
group of people and operates
much like an establishment
such as Cosmo's. The profits
aren't huge corporate numbers
and the atmosphere within the
franchise is that of a small town
company. The article states that,
"The University 'brought in
businesses outside of Bowling
Green, which was a double
whammy.'" Also, the article,
"Union food..." states that, "It
seems that the University just
decided to ignore local businesses' bids..." However, the
owner of the Wendy's franchise
going into the Union lives only
a short 15 mile distance from
Bowling Green and owns a
Wendy's in Perrsyburg and
Fostoria, towns which are located less that 110-20 miles from
BG. From living in the area, I
know of many local causes such
as school programs, girl and
boy scouts, and local foundations which the franchise has
given numerous donations. I
believe that is a local business I
would be more than ready to
welcome to the Union.
In addition to this false
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days. A fund might be created, a
few checks will be written, and in
two weeks nobody will remember.
But in two weeks, people from
the town of Goma will still be living in ruins, diey will still need
medical assistance, and many
will still be suffering from the
aftcrmaui of the catastrophe.
The main thing now is not to let
Sept. 11 make us forget about the
rest of the world's problems.
People are still dying everywhere,
and they still need our help.

210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
Phone: (419) 372-6966
Email: bgnews@listproc.bgsu.edu
Website: www.bgnews.com

impression, the article also ends
by Mr. Stringer saying "I sure
wish I would have known who
to bribe." I would like to highly
refute the fact that any bribery
was done in the transaction
between the Wendy's franchise
and the University. like I stated
above, the franchise is not a
business which could throw its
money around and pay off officials. Besides, degrading the
University by saving it would
take such brides is an awfully
bold statement. In fact, the article also states that the Domino's
owned by Mr. Stringer has 100
restaurants located locally. That
is much more income and
power than the Wendy's franchise could hope to have. Is it
possible that the spot was given
to Wfendy's because of student
wishes and because of the quality and speed that Wendy's can
bring to food service? I doubt
the Union ignored these important qualities, but Stringer
points his finger at bribery instead of accepting the fact
that a Wendy's is a better quick
service restaurant than
Domino's.
Along the same point, the
article, "Union food..." states
that, "it could be assumed (the
amount for the space in the
Union) would be much more
than the locally-owned Cosmo's
could afford." Sorry, but that
idea can't be assumed because I
am certain the franchise going
into the Union is just as small of
a business as Cosmo's. If the
Wendy's franchise could afford
the spot I am definite that
Cosmo's or certainly Domino's
could afford to be in the Union.
In conclusion, I don't believe
die plea of Cosmo's and
Domino's to be in the Union
should be turned on a deaf ear.
I understand their points and it
would be nice to have more
choice. PaintingWendy'sasa
powerful corporation which
could muscle out the competition, however, is an ignorant
conclusion to make of the situation. 1 am sure that 60 professors signed a petition and there
are people that would like to see
Cosmo's in the Union. I don't
believe that the University,
"seems to ignore (students)
wishes" when it comes to what
goes in the Union. In fact, I
would say the 60 faculty petition is dwarfed by the 18,000
students that have never even
heard of Cosmo's and can't wait
for Wendy's to be in the Union.
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Opponents to officer s hiring
hold protest, gather signatures
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

EVENDALE, Ohio —
Residents are gathering signatures to try to overturn the hiring
of a former Cincinnati officer
whose fatal shooting of an
unarmed black man led to rioting last spring.
Opponents of the hiring of
Stephen Roach also held a rally
and march Sunday. Marchers
chanted "No Roach in Evendale!"
Some passers-by honked in
return while others yelled out,
"Go home!"
In April, Roach, who is white,
shot and killed Timothy Thomas
19, leading to three nights of rioting. Dozens of people were
injured and more than 800 arrested.
Roach, 27, was acquitted in
September of all charges connected with the shooting. He said
he feared for his life when he shot

Thomas, who ran from officers Evendale attorney advising the
into a dark alley.
group, said the group needs sigHe resigned from the . natures from about 150 people—
Cincinnati department Ian. 4 and 10 percent of the voter turnout in
will begin his new
the village's last
job Tuesday in
"We are all part of gubernatorial
— to
this Cincinnati
one community... election
suburb.
force a referenCouncil memThere is injustice dum.
About 150
bers in Evendale
in Cincinnati.
have said they
people, includhired
Roach
There is injustice ing members
because he was
of Cincinnati
in Evendale."
the top candidate
Black United
REV. DAMON LYNCH III
Front, joined
among 31 applicants for the job.
Sunday's
The village's population of about demonstration.
3,000 is mostly white.
At one point, Dwight Pattern,
More than 100 residents have vice president of the Black United
signed a petition to hold a Front, threw a picture of Roach
November referendum to over- on the ground, sprayed it with
turn the hiring, said Dr. Thomas water from a plastic bottle labeled
Shockley |r., a leader of a group of "Roach Spray" and stomped on
residents upset by the council's the picture as the crowd roared its
approval.
decision.
Lawrence Hawkins Jr., an
"We are all part of one commu-

nity," the Rev. Damon Lynch III
told the crowd. "We drove 13
miles north to help. There is
injustice in Cincinnati. There is
injustice in Evendale."
Roach has an unlisted telephone number and could not be
reached to comment.
"The department is very unified in support of Officer Roach,"
said Police Chief Gary Foust. "The
community needs to give
Stephen Roach a fair and equitable chance They heed to judge
him based on their interaction
with him."
The petitions must be filed by
Feb. 3,30 days after the council's
vote to hire Roach.
Roach will undergo field training with a supervisor for at least
eight weeks, which is standard for
new officers in Evendale. He was
an officer in Cincinnati for four
years.
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StarringYou
Come and showcase your talents
from 8:00- 10:00 p.m.
at the Carnation Cafe and Bakery

located in the Bowen-Thompson Student Union.
Enjoy poetry, live music, and comedy,
or just get crazy with your friends
at karaoke night.

Groups propose to lower drug prices
By Andrew Welsn-Huggins
IHE ASSOCIMED PRESS

COLUMBUS. Ohio -Minority
Democrats, backed by labor and
advocates for the elderly, are
pushing an expanded plan to
louiT prescription drug costs for
all who need it.
A plan approved six months
ago by theGOP-controlled House
would provide discounts to the.
elderly and disabled through
Ohio's Golden Buckeye Card.
That bill — supported by Gov.
Bob Taft — is pending in the
Senate.
This is a universal problem —
it's not just a problem of theelderly," said Athena Godet-Calogeras,
co-chairwoman of the Coalition
for Affordable Prescription Drugs
and associate director of the
Universal Health Care Action
Network of Ohio
The coalition planned a rally
Tuesday to push for the passage
of Democratic bills in the House
and Senate to create the Ohio
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Cakes

Cookies. Cakes. Brownies.
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J130 E. tout St. BG 4IM53-3525
j Only 3 blocks from BGSU Campus
J Offer Expires I -3 I -02
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Prescription Drug Fair Pricing
Act.
Supporters include Ohio AFLCIO, AARP Ohio, the Ohio United
Way and the Ohio Nurses'
Association.
Frida Franyin, 85, a coalition
supporter, said she spends
almost half of her $777 monthly
income on medicine for arthritis
and other medical problems.
Franyin, a retired invoice auditor at a Cleveland factory, said she
continues to put off repairs and
other purchases in her apartment
because of her S300-plus monthly prescription drug bills.
"This is a program that will be
available to everyone, regardless
of ages or finances," Franyin said
Monday. She doesn't believe it's
worth waiting for the federal government to address drug prices.
"There's no such thing as waiting," she said. "If we don't fight,
we won't gel it"
Rep. Dale Miller of Cleveland
and Sen. Bob l lagan of

Youngstown, both Democrats,
are pushing similar versions of
the coalition's plan, which is
modeled after a law in Maine.
In essence, the bill would lower
drug prices by giving drug makers
access to a huge pool of potential
customers who would be offered
the prescription drug discounts.
More than 2 million Ohioans lack
drug coverage, according to
Godet-Calogeras.
In return, drug makers would
provide the state rebates, which
Ohio would pass along to pharmacies that discount drug prices.
Under a similar program in
Florida, drug makers must agree
to give the state a 10 percent
rebate on top of those required by
federal law.
Both Florida and Maine's laws
have been challenged in the
courts. Last spring, a federal
appeals court upheld the law creating Maine's Rx program. The
Pharmaceutical Research and
Manufacturers of America has

• SOUTH PADRE.
• PANAMA CITY BEACH*
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open mic night

appealed to the U.S. Supreme
Court, arguing that the program
violates federal Medicaid law.
Rep. Greg (olivette, chairman of
the GOP-controlled Health and
Family Services Committee, said
the coalition's proposal will get a
fair hearing. But he has concerns
about costs to the state and the
legal challenges elsewhere.
"Why do something that's just
going to end up in court?" said
(olivette, a Hamilton Republican.
"It doesn't make sense to pass
something that's going to cost us
money to defend."
Taft, a Republican, is open to
alternatives as long as the goal is
making prescription drugs more
affordable, especially to poor
seniors, spokeswoman Mary
Anne Sharkey said.
In West Virginia, a plan similar
to Taft's is working well, said Rob
Wright, a lobbyist for the Ohio
Department of Aging, which
backs Taft's plan.
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Information Sessions:nd
Tuesday, January 22
& Monday, January 28th
Bowen-Thompson Student Union,
Room 314
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APRIL 30

Come and see
what we can offer you

For more information: Call Campus Involvement
372-2343 or email
Involved @ bgnet.bgsu.edu

APRIL 2

karaoke
APRIL 1 6

• Are you looking to enhance
your leadership skills?
• Do you want to build more
successful work teams?
• Do you want to make a larger
impact at BGSU?

Completed applications should be turned into the Office of Campus
Involvement, 401 Bowen-Thompson Student Union, by
Friday, February 1,2002.
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karaoke
MARCH 1 9

BGSU
LEADERSHAPE
2002

Applications are available from the Office of Student Life,
405 Student Services Building or the
Bowen-Thompson Student Union Information Desk.
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Egyptian student wants apology
NEWYORK (AP) — Egyptian student Abdallah Higazy,
who was detained for a month after an aviation radio
was found in his hotel room on Sept. 11, wants an
apology from federal officials and an investigation.
Charges against Higazy were dropped after another
hotel guest, a private pilot, came forward and told officals the radio was his.

www.bgnews.com/nation
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Police search for convicted
killer and five-year-old son
"Lou has paid the
price in the past.
He has to live
with it."

MISSING

FRED PEYTON,
LOUIS PEYTON'S SR FATHER
By Kelly Wiese
THE ASS0CIAT10 PRESS

LITTLE ROCK, Ark. — Police
and relatives searched yesterday
for a convicted killer diagnosed
with schizophrenia and his 5-yearold son.
Police said yesterday they have
few leads on the whereabouts of
Louis Peyton Sr, 35, of Maumelle
and his son, Louis Peyton Jr., who
goes by Luke.
Louis D. (LOU) Peyton, SR.
Maumelle Police Chief Sam Louis D. (LfKF.) Peyton, JR.
Williams said the father apparent- 5 years old. Brown hair
6 feet tall. Brown hair
ly picked up the boy from school
Brown eyes
Wednesday afternoon and neither Brown eyes
has been seen since.
Last seen wearing white long
The boy's mother, Amber Roach
of Ozark, has not lived with him Sleeve shirt, khaki pants,
and his father for the last few years, Blue jacket and gray Reeboks
The boy and his father live with
f-'red Peyton, the boy's grandfather
and Louis Peyton Sr.'s father.
Last seen at Crystal Hill Elementary School at 12:30 Wednesday.
Fred Peyton said yesterday he
January 16, 2002 being driven away in a 1998 RED MUSTANG
was afraid his son's medication
was no longer working because a
Arkansas license plate number 300-CDY . If you have any
doctor told him it wears off after
two days. He said his son has never
information...please call
501-851-1337.
before left without an explanation.
In 1989, Louis Peyton was convicted of first-degree murder in the
death of a friend. He served two
years of a 10-year sentence before
he was paroled to a mental health
facility. Psychiatric evaluations
after the killing led to his diagnosis
of paranoid schizophrenia.
"lau has paid the price for his
problems in the past," Fred Peyton
The Associated Press
told the Arkansas DemocratMISSING:
A
missing
persons
flyer
being
distributed
by
the
Maumelle,
Ark.,
police
department,
shows
Gazette. "He has to live with it. He
Louis Peyton, Jr., 5, and his father, Louis Peyton, Sr. who have been missing since Jan. 16.
still can't talk about it."

Radio show hostfs
hearing partially
restored by implant
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

MIAMI — Talk show host
Rush Limbaugh told his listeners yesterday that an ear
implant has partially restored
his hearing.
limbaugh had an electronic
device placed in his skull late
last year, and the final hookup,
which partially restored his
hearing, took place Thursday.
"When you've had, in my
case, over 50 years of normal
hearing and to lose it suddenly,
as I did, it's ... a shock," said
Limbaugh, who went deaf last
year because of an autoimmune inner-ear disease. "You
adapt to it, as you have no
choice, but you ought to try it."
Limbaugh, who has 20 million weekly listeners on about
600 radio stations, said his mind
played tricks on him at times.
"I was hearing the soundtracks to westerns," Limbaugh
said. "It was as loud as can be. It
was distracting. I knew I wasn't
hearing it because those noises
weren't being made."
Limbaugh had continued to
do his show as his hearing deteriorated and eventually disappeared, using an elaborate
setup at his South Honda studio
American (Iran MA
Astoculinn.^^

AMTERTC AN
HEART
WALK
January 26, 2002

involving transcribers and computer screens to read listeners'
calls.
limbaugh said he is having to
releam how to hear. Voices are a
bit fuzzy, like they have been
recorded on a minicassette
recorder, he said. But during
one-on-one conversations, his
hearing is about 90 percent normal.
"I am pretty dependent on
what people's lip movements
are, although that is improving
every day," Limbaugh said.
Limbaugh warned his listeners that telephone calls liave so
far posed the biggest problem
for him, saying he'll have to
"wait and see" if that improves.
If not, he'll still use the setup
devised when he was deaf.
Limbaugh said he never was
really depressed about his deafness, and was grateful there was
a chance he could regain his
hearing
"I was just constantly thankful ... for the era in which I was
bom because that is what has
made this all possible,"
Limbaugh said. "That and the
freedom we all have as
Americans to invent and create
and explore all these medical

marvels."

Heart disease and stroke kill more
people than any other disease.
In lact, cardiovascular disease kills more
people than the next seven leading cause
ol death combined. The American Heart
Association is the nation's oldest and
largest voluntary agency dedicated to
reducing disability and death due to
cardiovascular disease and stroke by
promoting healthy lifestyles and investing
in lile-saving research and education.

LOCATION, PRICE AND SELECTION
You Will Find The Best Housing With US!

V

we throw all kinds of

[obstacles] at you.
tuition isn't one of them.
Sheer cliffs, rope bridges, final exams. With obstacles like these in your way,
tuition's the last thing you should have to worry about. But if you qualify, you can
get a 2- or 3-year Army ROTC scholarship that'll help make life easier over the long
haul. Talk to your U.S. Army ROTC representative. And get a leg up on your future.

AR IVIY ROTC Unlike any other college course you can take.

517 E. REED - At Thuntin. One Bedroom, 1 Bath,
Furnished or Unfurnished.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $540.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $450.00
521 E. MERRY- Close to Offtnruuer.
Furnished one bath.
School Year - Two Person Rate • $685.00
One Year • Two Person Rate - $570.00
451 THURSTIN Across from Offenhauer.
Furnished Efficiencies with full bath.
School Year- One Person Rate- $380.00.
One Year- One Person Rate- $340.00.
505 CLOUCH - tampu. Manor.
Two Bedroom Furnished. One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $650.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $560.00
449-455 S. ENTERPRISE - One Bedroom Fum. or Uruum.
School Year - One Person Rate - $420.00
One Year ■ One Person Rate - $370.00
720 SECOND - One Bedroom Furnished.
School Year ■ One Person Rate - $420.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $365.00
707.711.715.719.723.727 THIHP
One Bedroom Unfurnished and Furnished.
School Year - Furnished - One Person - $395.00
One Year - Furnished - One Person - $350.00
402 HIGH - Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Furn. or Unfurn.
School Year - Furnished - Two Person - $590.00
One Year - Furnished - Two Person • $475.00
825 THIRD - One Bedroom Furnished, 1 Bath,
School Year - One Person Rate - $450.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $400.00
701 FOURTH - Two Bedroom Furnished,
1 Bath Plus Vanity in BR.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $620.00
One Year - Two. Person Rate - $520.00
649 SIXTH - Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath. Vanity in Hall.
School Year-Furnished - Two Person Rate - $560.00
One Year-Furnished - Two Person Rate - $470.00
707 SIXTH - Two Bedrooms. 1 Bath, Vanity in Hall.
School Year -Furnished - Two Person Rate - $545.00
One Year - Furnished - Two Person Rate - $460.00
802 SIXTH - Two Bedroom, Dishwasher, 1 Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year - Furnished - Two Person Rate - $610.00
One Year - Furnished - Two Person Rate - $510.00
840:850-SIXTH - R"'* l*l$t Manor.
Two Bedrooms, 2 Full Baths, Dishwashers.
School Year - Furnished - Two Person Rate - $640.00
One Year - Furnished - Two Person Rate - $530.00
818 SEVENTH - Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath. Vanity in Hall.
School Year - Furnished - Two Person Rate - $545.00
One Year - Furnished - Two Person Rate - $450.00
841 EICTH Two Bedroom Furnished or Unfurnished.
School Year- Two Person Rate- $550.00
One Year- Two Person Rate$470.00
724 S. College - Cambridge Commons.
Two Bedroom Unfurnished, 1 1/2 Baths, Dishwashers
School Year - Two Person Rate - $640.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $530.00
We have many other units available. Stop in the Rental
Office for a complete brochure..

Outstanding Scholarship Opportunities
Call 372-2476 for more info

Call J(HI\ \'|-.\\M)\E v
REAL ESTATE. INC.
Rental Office 354-2260
Fot i"ur ( unvenfencc UV Arc Located
\i 319 E. IVooster Street. *—
hum I .it n liL'll
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Sinn Fein claims offices in British Parliament
LONDON (AP) — Four Irish Sinn Fein representatives,
picked up the keys to their Parliamentary offices yesterday. While accepting their expense money and
other perks of office, the Sinn Fein members still refuse
to take their seats in the Commons, because that
would require an oath of allegiance to the British
crown, whose authority they reject.

WORLD

Afghanistan's leader makes appeal for funds
By Hans Greimel
!HE ASSOCIATED PRESS

TOKYO —Afghanistan's leader
made an emotional appeal for
aid to rebuild his shattered country, but at a conference of donors
yesterday pledges so far fell short
of the United Nations' hopes.
Afghan Prime Minister Hamid
Karzai collected promises of S2.6
billion for the next three years
yesterday.
U.N.
SecretaryGeneral Kofi Annan said he
hoped for $10 billion for five
years, and the United Nations
estimates a total of $15 billion
would be needed over the next
decade.
Delegates consider this a
make-or-brcak chance for Karzai,
who is trying to collect funds
while the world's attention is still
focused on Afghanistan.
lie assured the delegates that
his post-Taliban government was
committed to free-market policies, advancing human rights
and wiping out terrorism.
On the first day of the two-day
Tokyo conference, the world's
biggest economic powers rallied
behind his message yesterday.
Secretary of State Colin Powell
promised $296 million in the current fiscal year, telling Karzai that
"the American people are with
you for the long term."
Afghanistan is beginning
reconstruction nearly from
scratch. Decades of war have all
but levelled the country's infrastructure; the central bank was
looted in the last days of the oust ed Taliban regime; and government employees have not been
paid for months.
Karzai's plea came as he
embarked on his first world tour
to stump for support and solidify
his power base in Kabul. Bringing
home a bundle in aid will help
him do that.

Draped in a traditional purple
and green robe, Karzai peppered
his appeal with promises for
reform-minded government.
Urging the audience to "imagine
a scene much worse than what
I'm going to say," he painted a
picture of a nation lost in misery.
"I stand before you today as a
citizen of a country that has had
nothing but disaster, war, brutality and deprivation for many
years," Karzai said. About twothirds of Afghan adults are illiterate, and nearly 3,000 people are
maimed by land mines every
year.
By yesterday night, at least 25
countries said they were willing
to contribute money, a lapanese
foreign ministry official said on
condition of anonymity. An overall total was not yet available, he
said.
Countries can pledge more
later, and some were unable to
promise money ahead of their
own
government
budget
processes. But with most big
pledges already made, further
donations were expected to slow
to a trickle.
The United States, lapan and
the European Union contributed
about half of the more than $2.6
billion in pledges made public so
far. But many other contributions
were small, such as $5 million
promised by Turkey over five
years. Some countries gave no
figures at all.
Few details were given about
the rules for spending the aid
money. Often, donor countries
require their aid be used to buy
goods from companies in those
countries. Private aid groups
have expressed concerns about
such conditions.
Karzai's chief economic adviser, Torek R. Farhadi, played down
concerns that U.N. expectations

had not been met, saying the
world body's estimates were built
largely on educated guesses
without the benefit of census
and statistical studies.
Farhadi said any pledge is a
plus for Karzai, who will likely
seek election when the term on
his interim government runs out
later this year.
"He's the guy bringing back the
billions," Farhadi said.
Underlining his new international profile, Karzai stopped in
Saudi Arabia on his way to Tokyo
and is planning a slop in Beijing
before a planned meeting with
President Bush in Washington.
Treasury Secretary Paul O'Neill
told delegates in Tokyo that all
pledges should be carefully
tracked to make sure they are
effectively used and not squandered through corruption. He
said it was important for Karzai
to keep his new government
small and avoid lavish spending.
After the conference, Powell
warned
that
rebuilding
Afghanistan will be more challengingthan the U.S.-led military
effort.
"There are bad people still out
there in waiting, trying to frustrate this," Powell said of the
reconstruction. "What's ahead in
some ways is going to be far
more difficult than what we've
seen over the last four months."
Establishing effective monitoring systems would help Karzai's
administration establish a track
record and encourage other
countries to come forth with
continuing donations, O'Neill
said.
The top U.N. priorities are
establishing an Afghan police
force, filling the coffers of the
interim government and getting
farmers back in the fields to plant
crops.
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Attention all BGSU
Undergraduate Women:
These Panhellenic Sororities will be having Spring Recruitment:
AZ
Alpha Chi Omega
AXfl
Delta Zeta
r*B
ArA
Gamma Phi Beta
Alpha Gamma Delta
KA
Alpha Omicron Pi
Aon
Kappa Delta
<DM
AHA
PhiMu
Alpha Xi Delta
riB<D
xn
Pi Beta Phi
Chi Omega
Sigma Kappa
IK
Delta Gamma
Ar
Panhellenic Sororities that will not be having
Spring Recruitment:
Alpha Phi
A<1>
Kappa Kappa Gamma KKr
(II you would like to see more about these two sororities and possibly get a bid from one
ol them, we encourage you to wait until tall formal recruitment in September.)

Visit their houses on these dates and times:
Tuesday, January 22,2002 8pm-9pm and 9pm-10pm
Wednesday, January 23, 2002 8pm-9pm and 9pm-10pm
Thursday, January 24, 2002 7pm-8pm and 8pm-9pm
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We're filling up fast...Get your apartment
for next year before it's too late!!!
Mid Am Manor
641 Third St.
702 Third St.
839 Fourth St.

Charlestown Apts.

710 Scott Hamilton
730 Scott Hamilton

Am
lagement

Houses for Rent:
702 E. Wooster
702 >/: E. Wooster
122 1/2 Frazee Ave.
702 'A Sixth St.
704 >h Sixth St.

Call or slop by oar office today!
Mid Am Management
641 Third #4 BG

352-4380

The Associated Press
APPEAL: Afghanistan's interim Prime Minister Hamid Karzai bows to donor nation representatives at a
reception in Tokyo to start the International Conference on Reconstruction Assistance to Afghanistan
Sunday Jan. 20.
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BRIEFING
Kent State game
changed to noon
Bowling Green, Ohio - At
the request of the MidAmerican Conference, the
Bowling Green State
University athletic department has changed the time
and order of the January 26
basketball doubleheader featuring home games for both
the men's and women's
teams. The men's team will
now face Kent State at noon
in a game that will be seen
live on Fox Sports Ohio. The
women's team will face
Marshall immediately following the men's game.
Originally the women were
to face Marshall at 1 p.m.,
while the men were to play
Kent State at 3:30 p.m.

BG icers
settle for
split
withRPI

TUESDAY
lanuary 22,
2002
www.bgnews.com/sports
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

Second half separates score
Griech led the
Falcons with 13
points, but BG's first
half charge wasn't
enough for the win.
ByNickHurm
IH[ 8G NCWS

Forget the fact that Bowling
Green went into Ball State as
major underdogs. Forget the fact
that the Falcons were without

"I was ecstatic with how hard
we played, especially in the first
half," said BG coach Curt Miller.
"We really competed with them.
.. I lliink they're the team to beat
in the MAC."
The Falcons were led by junior
Kim Griech's team high 13
points. Sophomore's Kelly
Kapfcrer and Pam Brown were
also in the double-digit category
with 11 and 10 points respectively. BSU's reigning MAC Player of
the Year Tamara Bowie scored a

All-MAC selection Francine
Miller, out for the season due to
injury.
BG went into Saturday's
matchup with its two-game conference winning streak as poised
MAC contenders, ready to take
down the stronger Cardinals.
And for the first half of the contest, it looked like the Falcons
may do just that. But a second
half surge by Ball State quieted
the hopeful giant-killers, leading
the Cardinals to a 89-60 victory.

game-high 19 points for the
Cardinals.
The Falcons (5-12 overall, 2-4
MAC) stayed close to the
Cardinals (12-4, 4-1) in the first
20 minutes, going into halftime
trailing 35-32. After trailing 1711, BG went on an 11-0 run to
take a 22-17 lead at the 8:30 mark
in the first half.
Ball State answered with its
own 7-0 and a 24-22 lead. The

7 was ecstatic with
how hard we
played, especially in
the first half. We
really competed
with them."
CURT MILLER, COACH

LOSS. PAGE 9

By Erica Gambaccim
THE BG NEWS

The Falcon hockey team finished up its non-conference
series of the year last weekend
going 0-1.-1 against Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute in Troy, N.Y.
The icers lost the first game of
the series 0-3 Friday and came
back with a 2-2 tie at RPI
Saturday.
"They defended their end of
the rink better than we did," said
BG head coach Buddy Powers.
"The first two periods we didn't
get Grade A opportunities. It
comes down to our forwards not
playing hard enough. A forward's
responsibility is to score goals
and we didn't do that (Friday)."
Senior walk-on lames Palmer
made his first career start in the
net Friday for RPI. He stopped all
12 shots he faced in the first period before being replaced by
Nathan Marsters to start the second period. Marsters played the
final two periods and finished
with 21 saves.
Tyler Masters defended the net
for the Falcons and ended with
30 saves on the night
After a scoreless first period,
the Engineers' Matt Murley
broke the tie when he scored on
his own rebound at 16:45 of the
first period.
RPI's second goal came at 4:40
of the third period on a wrist shot
by sophomore Marc Covosie for
his 11th goal of the year.
An unassisted goal by senior
Andrew McPherson put the
Engineers ahead, 3-0.
Each team officially ended
with 33 shots on goal.
Saturday was a different story.
"There was good action at
both ends of the rink," Powers
said. "We wanted to win the
game, but we got ourselves a tie."
The Falcons got out to an early
1-0 lead when Steve Brudzewski,
a freshman who was stationed
just outside of the crease, scored
on a pass from sophomore Erik
Eaton at just 2:26 in the first period.
However, RPI took advantage
of a 5-on-3 power play to tie the
score just 56 seconds later.
Covosie took a rebound outside
the crease at 322 to even the
score at 1-1.
The Engineers took a 2-1 lead
midway through the second
period with their second power
play goal of the contest this time
by Carson Butterwick.
But the Falcons weren't about
to lose two games to RPI. They
tied it at 1:42 in the third period
when
sophomore
Ryan
Wetterberg scored his fifth goal of
the season after breaking in
alone on Nathan Marsters.
A little over a minute later,
Covosie took a slapshot that
appeared to hit BG goalie lordan
Sigalet in the head. He lay on the
ice for several minutes before
being taken to the locker room.
"He's got a pretty good
headache right now," Powers
said. "He was knocked out. He's a
good young goalie."
The Falcons are now 6-15-5
overall. They will return to
Central Collegiate Hockey
Association action next weekend
at the University of Michigan
(Jan. 25-26). The face-offs for
both games are set for 7:30 p.m.
at Yost Ice Arena.
I

Chrti Schooler BGNews

YOU'RE STRETCHING MY UNIFORM: BG guard Erik Crawford is separated by the officials in Saturday's Toledo game.

Supporting casf paves way
Underclassmen
Almanson and
Fitch, along with
some seniority aid
Falcon's win.
By Joel Hammond
THE BG HEWS

After Wednesday's loss to
MAC front-runner Ball State, the
Bowling Green men's basketball
team needed in coach Dan
Dakich's words, "get back on
track and bounce back against
Toledo".
Bounce back they did, defeating the Rockets 76-57 for a number of reasons:
First, the Falcons got outstanding play from their socalled "supporting cast", something else that was missing from

ALMANSON

FITCH

Wednesday's game. Guard Keith
McLeod, who leads the MAC in
scoring played 40 minutes in
each of the Falcons' last two
games, got into early foul trouble in each half, and was able to
rest.
While he was out, the Falcons
got solid contributions from
sophomore Josh Almanson and
freshman
Germain
Fitch
Saturday, with Almanson scoring 14 points and six rebounds
and Fitch netting one basket,

grabbing seven boards and
blocking three shots.
"Fitch and Almanson, particularly, played a tremendous
game," said BG coach Dan
Dakich. "Fitch played great the
other night and in practice this
week...Josh played like Josh
should play. He was very good.
We have been on him to play as
he is capable of playing."
Ironically,
Fitch
and
Almanson teamed up on perhaps the biggest play of the
game. Reynolds, who scored 20
points in the game, had just
picked up his fourth foul, and a
block by Fitch sent the ball to
half court. After a tie-up at midcourt, a diving Fitch poked the
ball ahead to an awaiting
Almanson, who jammed the ball
and gave BG an eight-point lead
once again.

"It feels really good to help
out. It helps my confidence out a
lot," Fitch said. "Coach has told
us that Keith can't be the savior
every game, and we knew that
when he got his fourth foul, we
knew someone was going to
have to step up."
"Momentum was big after
that play," he continued. "I tried
to do something to not let
Clement get that shot off,
because he's their primary
shooter. We knew he could
shoot the lights out, and we
practiced our close-out drills all
week."
Another factor to BG's big win,
and perhaps most notable in the
stat sheet was Len Matela, who
might be the first to admit that
he didn't play the game he
would have liked to Wednesday.
The senior center, who was

pulled by Dakich after thirty seconds due to a mental lapse on
the defensive end, reentered the
game with a vengeance three
minutes later and never looked
back.
Matela scored 28 points, tying
his career high, and grabbed 10
rebounds, tallying his 26th
career double-double, prompting this from UT point guard
Terry Reynolds: "He had a great
game... He's a great player. He
doesn't just do that to us; he's
done that to a lot of teams. It's
not the first time he's had a good
game. Hopefully next time we
see these guys we have a different look for him."
"We just couldn't control
Matela inside," said UT coach
Stan loplin. "We didn't have an
answer for him."

Track teams both
win five events
By Jayme Damson
THE BG NEWS

The BGSU men's and women's
track teams hosted four other
teams as they competed in the
BGSU Invitational Saturday at the
Perry Field House. BG's men and
women fared well, with the men's
and women's teams winning Eve
events each.
The men's team competed
against the University of Akron,
Hillsdale College, and Detroit
Mercy. A team score was not kept.
BGSU's first place finishers

included Josh Cook in the 400
meter dash and the 800 meter run.
Cook ran times of 49.87 and
1:59.04 in his respective events
Senior Chad Kunkle won the
5000 meter run in a time of
15:47.80, and BG's 4x400 meter
relay team won with a time of
3:20.87, nearly 2 seconds faster
than the second place Akron
team.
BG's Grant Shadden placed first
in the 3000 meter run with a time
TRACK. PAGE 9
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OFF TO THE RACES: Five teams including BG competed in the BGSU Invitational.
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Kent State
up next
weekend
forBG

Position
matchup
favored
Ball State
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of 8:41.84. After his race Shadden
said, "I felt really comfortable
during the race, I got out well,
and let the race come to me."
This was Shadden's first race in
two years after suffering from leg
injuries.
Bowling Green's head track
coach, Sterling Martin, was "very
pleased since this is our first meet
of the season. It was a nice first
meet across the board. Our
sprinters did extremely well, our
field event guys scored points,
and our distance guys scored
points."

game would be deadlocked at 2727 after BG guard Lindsay Austin
hit two free throws. Austin ended
the game with a career high in
points and assist with nine, while
also setting a new mark with
seven rebounds.
"I couldn't be more pleased
with the position we put ourselves in at halftime," Curt Miller
said. "We had outrebounded
them and played an outstanding
half of basketball on the road.
With the exception of some foul
shooting in the first half, we
indeed could have had the lead in
the first half."
The second half was a different
story, as the Cardinals quickly
jumped out to a 13-point lead.
BSU shot 56 percent from the
floor in the second half, watching
their lead gradually extend to 29
points by the end of the game. BG
couldn't find a hot hand in the
final half, shooting 26 percent
"To our credit, our kids never
quit and battled and played hard
the rest of the way," Curt Miller
said. "To their credit, when their
kids play hard, they're very tough
to handle and pose a lot of
matchup problems. They can
hurt you in so many different
ways. You pick your poison."

Womens Team
The women's team competed
against the University of Akron,
Miami University, Northern
Illinois University, and Detroit
Mercy.
BGSU's first place finishers
included sophomore Alicia
Taylor. Taylor won the 60 meter
low hurdles in a time of 8.94 seconds. After her race Taylor talked
about the win. "1 was just surprised and pleased that I was able
to perform well in this event. I'm
running a lot of events today."
Taylor was also a part of BGSU's
first place 4x400 meter relay
team.
In the field events, Bowling
Green had two first place finishers. Kerri McClung won the shot
put with a throw of 14.79 meters.
Mary Willems won the weight
throw with a toss of 17.47 meters.
Also winning events for BG
were sophomore Ellen Alkire in
the 600 meter run with a time of
139.46 and the 4x400 meter relay
team with a time of 4:01.28.
The next meet for the Falcons
will be on Saturday at Kent State
University for the Central
Collegiate Championships.

the Associated Press

SHAKING HANDS: Louisville coach Rick Pltino and Cincinnati coach Bob Huggins chat after the Bearcat's win over the Cardinals
77-50 Saturday.

Pitino impressed with UC
By Joe Kay
THE ASSOCIAItD PRESS

CINCINNATI — Rick Pitino
has been to the Final Four. He's
won a national championship.
He knows the look of a team
that can be very dangerous in
the NCAA tournament.
Cincinnati, which moved
from seventh to No. 4 in the
latest poll, has the look.
"They're going to be a hell of
a tournament team," Pitino
said, after Cincinnati beat
Louisville 77-50 on Saturday.
Pitino, who went to four
Final Fours with Providence
and Kentucky and won the
national title with the Wildcats
in 1996, got a firsthand look at
the nation's hottest team.
The Bearcats extended the
nation's longest winning streak
to 17 games by going on a 17point run in the first half, then
keeping
poor-shooting
I-ouisvillc
(11-5,
2-3
Conference USA) at arm's

length the rest of the way.
Since an opening loss at
Oklahoma State, the Bearcats
(17-1,5-0) have won 17 games
by double digits, a stretch
unmatched by a Cincinnati
team since the school's glory
days in the early '60s.
The 1960-61 Bearcats won
their last 22 games and the
national title; the 1961-62
team won its last 18 games and
the national title; the 1962-63
team won its first 19 games
and lost in the national championship game.
That's pretty impressive
company.
"We don't think about it as
much as people think we do,"
said Steve Logan, who scored
21 points and led a 17-0 run in
the first half.
Everyone else is starting to
think that coach Bob Huggins'
latest team might be one of his
very best. The reason: It knows
how to shut down opponents.

Cincinnati's
half-court,
man-to-man defense is holding opponents to 35.7 percent
shooting from the field and
56.7 points per game, making
it one of the most formidable
in the country.
Huggins thinks this team is
among his best at stopping
opponents with half-court
defense. The Bearcats trapped
and pressed on their way to
the Final Four in 1992, then
made it to the final eight a year
later with an approach much
like the one this season.
"1 thought in 1992-93 we
defended really well in the
half-court, too," Huggins said.
"These guys have been really
good."
Louisville has problems
against any defense. The
Cardinals missed 24 of their
first 28 shots Saturday, including 13 in a row while
Cincinnati went on its 17point run.

Most of the shots came from
within a few feet of the basket.
The Cardinals did a nice job
getting the ball inside against
Cincinnati, which was trying
to take away the perimeter
shot.
Once Louisville got the ball
inside, all the Bearcats could
do was put up their hands and
hope the Cardinals missed.
Most of the time, they did.
"Once they got it inside, we
just tried to make them shoot
over us," said lamaal Davis,
who had 10 rebounds.
After starting 11-1 under
Pitino, the Cardinals have lost
four of six, primarily because
of poor shooting. They shot
only 27.4 percent against
Cincinnati and finished with
their lowest point total of the
season.
Their previous worst came
in an 82-62 loss to Kentucky, a
team that reminds Pitino of
Cincinnati.

ADVANCE STUDENT
TICKET PICKUP
FOR KENT STATE GAME
BGSU BASKETBALL
DGUBLEHEADER
SATURDAY, JANUARY 26TH

MEN'S BASKETBALL

TUESDAY thru FRIDAY
BGSU STUDENTS CAN PICKUP
DNE TICKET FOR THIS
SATURDAY'S GAME AGAINST
KENT STATE AT TH E BGSU TICKET
OFFICE LOCATED INSIDE
ANDERSON ARENA
•STUDENTS MUST PRESENT A

BGSU

KENT STATE

• 3:3DPM

STUDENT

ID

TICKET IS GOOD FOR BOTH THE
MEN'S GAME AND WOMEN'S GAME
•COME EARLY AND SUPPORT THE

LADY FALCONS
ON GAMEDAY STUDENTS MUST
PRESENT THEIR TICKET AND
BGSU ID TO GAIN ADMITTANCE
•STUDENTS WITHDUT TICKET OR ID WILL
NOT BE ADMITTED

STUDENTS

WOMEN'S BASKET BALL
VS.
MARSHALL • 1

:DDPM

WEAR YOUR

ORANGE

SIDELINE SQUAD T-SHIRTS

TICKET OFFICE HOURS:
9:DDAM

UNTIL

5:DDPM
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frarwjrn
iransrlvae-a
STsilrlnn

Pet
1000
433
467
500
5O0
400
333
.167
.000

I

6

.'40
333

*
I
II
7
2
6
7
6
3
5
3
S
3
6
4
S
4
5
4
S
4
4
4
4
4
1
4
1
7
1
8
0
10
0
0
0
0

PO
in
778
740
447
424
425
600
544
554
556
500
500
143
125
111
000
000
000

w
4
4
S
4
S
3
2
0

I
2
2
3
3
3
S
S
8

PCI
.750
.714
.625
626
625
375
244
000

ALLEGHENY MOUNTAIN COIL.
CONFERENCE

,
i
|
1
!

Pitt.Bradford
Ptnn SI Behrend
trout**! SI
Prn froambui
leeeEne
U Roche
Perm SI Akooni

W
3
3
2
2
1
1
0

I
0
1
1
2
3
2
3

Pel.
1.000
740
447
400
250
333
.000

UNIVERSITY ATHLETIC

LJ {Tintes:
I \
JUtjgf j.in.
j

i

Pel
484
778
778
740

HEARIIAN0 CONFERENCE

HORIZON LEAGUE
Ioyoie ol Crutato
Mt-MtwiuhH

7

0

Rra Grande
Keith
ShewneeSt
Mis
Man™
Saint V,n<erl
Deemen
Robert* eWsleren
Po.r.1 Per*
Ceaervilk.
M Vamonftw
Oto Doeninicen
Geneva
JWi
HouBMon
Notre Dame
CMiil 9
•»lbert«te

East

4

1

farmSt

Pel
740
444
740
240
222
124
000

AMERICAN MIDEAST
CONFERENCE

AMANIli: ID CONFERENCE
S^ Joseph*
Si Bonaeerrture
temple

Sum. war a

Cirnon
Hilfsrja*
»... ■
tir-tlee
AsNaitd
alaitetHiril

1000
400
400
400
TOO
TOO
000

7

L
7
1
4
4
7

Soerttl DMlrOtl

Pet
1000
800
800
400
400
TOO
000

|

W
6
i
7
2
2

hhctMian lech
Nonr-ou
N ettchtiar,
Grand Velle* St.
laleSulwnotSI

WESTERN CONFERENCE
West Division

*• i i on

PIS

a a,

74
24
22
20
17

0
2
1
3
2

44
53
4t
44
39

144
144
137
138
113

114
134
141
131
122

Ctntnl Drntnn
Ml
Clevalend 22 20
Syracuse
17 14
Cincinnati 70 17
Roches* 15 17

1 0lt
3 2
8 4
3 2
101

PII
49
44
45
41

Gf
144
121
125
104

CA
140
125
117
117

South Division
IV I
PhMN
21 12
tertoi*
20 1?
Hershey
13 71
•atea-Sarrall 24

I
9
8
9
9

PII
44
51
39
34

Cf
121
127
109
130

GA
111
113
137
179

G Rood!
Utah
Hooilon
Cracaio
afehvauhee

15
18
17
19
71

4
3
4
7
3

Oil
4
3
4
3

NOTIr Irvo penis are awarded foe a welory, one porrd lor lan and overtime tosses Teams losuie in overtime while tr*
■oalie is puevjd on* lose the p»M hr an
overtime loss and the result will be
recorded in live loss column
■enday s Seme
Manchester 6. Spnnfheld 3
lueiday s Camel
Cincinnati el Cleveland. 7 05 p m.
Ciicafo el Manitoba. 830 pm
"VMneiditsGan-s
Syracuse al Albany 7 ftm.
fnwilara) at Lowell. 7 p.m.
Ueh al Houston. 7 p m
Cincinnati al Rochester. 704 p m
Homirton M PtHlarMphia. 704 pre
Bndiaport et Hartlord. 7 04 p m
Malweuhee at Norfolk. 7 14 p.m
Grant) Rapids at Hen hey 730 p.m
Saint Win at Quebec. 730 pm
CracafO al Manitoba. 8 30 p m

15
750
700
73 5
404

W
42
39
33
2.1

■toMei, Can.es
No lames scheduled
TuesW.IUm.
Oakote el f ai|o aloortwed
Wednesdey s Games
RoceWd at Gar,
Smui falls al Sasaaldviwan

ECHL
NMTMRN CONFERENCI
northeast Onnsicei
W I
I PIS
Trenton
76 9
8 40
AllanHeCity 24 9
7 47
Roaneea
22 14 1 42
Charlotte
71 13 9 41
Reed**
70 16 5 45
Richmond
19 20 7 45
Greensboro 14 73 4 32
Northwest Division
*
1
Dayton
77 9
enWUni
23 II
Peone
21 15
Wsnslown 21 20
Cincinnati
17 24
Tc-eOo
17 19

1
6
1
5
1
4
3

GA
118
115
114
131
124
157
119

Gf
144
133
112
126
116
178

GA
113
123
102
147
139
138

SOUTHERN CONFERENCE
Southeast Division
IV
I
T Pis
Greenvlle
76 14 5 55
Columbia
22 16 1 42
PeeDee
71 14 3 51
IWidi
23 13 4 61
S Carolina 23 12 4 40
Mecon
21 15 8 40
Aulusla
70 14 8 48
Columbus
16 23 4 36

Gf
135
134
131
122
121
117
134
116

GA
119
137
119
117
108
128
151
116

Southwest Drtnson
W 1
Louisiana
34 4
Pensecoia
25 17
Mobile
20 12
lackson
27 18
NewOiteans 7? 19
Mrswupra 27 70
Baltei tloufe 19 7!
Ananias
13 71

Gf
152
167
134
121
130
144
113
91

GA
88
144
140
127
122
112
142
118

1
3
4
12
4
7
1
4
6

Pis
73
54
42
40
46
45
42
32

T R. A N S A C T IONS

MENS COLLEGE BASKETBALL
EAST
Am*ncii U 69. BucMwII 5?
Anw,BVt«lay»>tta7?
B-o-n 87. Yak 47
Camtiui 76. S*ni 68
C«tnt Connactcui St 76. OWBC 58
Columtxi 56. Come* 40
CctnnKtKul 86. North Carolina 54
Maactt 76. Dnael 73
Coar Maun 64. lowwn 5?
Hohtn 68. WJi.im 1 Mary 59
HolvCmi77.lah|h66
Mauachuiani 63. lampat S3
■tcMSM* .77.Pnw9.tS
Movimoejfri NJ 57. SI Iranciv Pa SS
Mount St Maryi. Md 60. lonj lil.nd U
57
Na«y 95. Cd|akr 93 01
h-M-' 77.9 PMtrt 65
P>ttilTUi|h 68. toinlown 67
Rtdf 77. Maiwattan 64
Pobart Motni 86. 'aillaich Dttainwn 57
Saint touch'. 97. Gaot|t Wa.hmiton 74
St Bonai-Miture 96. Ovtqi>tnm 89.0T
9 (taixn. NVIIT.Ounvtpiac I0T
Wainu 8T. Sacred Heart 80
Xavtet71.LaSane67

Kentucky 12 Notre Dame 65
Loyola ol Ctvcegc 77. eWg.town 9 63
! kte.guetteB'.DePaulo*
HKhigan 71. Minnesota 69
Mnsoun 97. Cok>ido 77
i tttrthwestern 63. Iowa 50
' Oakland. Mteh 83. WPur-lndph 69
Onto 45. Miami (Ohio) 61
' Onto St 73.lnd.ana 67
Oral Roberts 95. W Illinois 87
I S ll.-*7.s9]..nd<anaS» 73
I Saanl UMI 45. fast C*n»knj 77
i Valparaiso 78. U14M. 60
VfcMaSt 8l.[tjtaniville63
:
Ws Mihwukee »3. Butler »7
Wisconsin/'.Purdue 66
WnghtSt 96V*s Gn»nBay73
SOITTNWEST
j Am tittle Rock 77. South Alibema 65
! fnsno9 80. UUP 77
Mississippi 70. Arkansas 64
rttw Orleans 68. Arkansas 9.65
| North teus 85. Mnldle tennnsee 63
; Praine Vww 76. Art -Pint Bluff 63
' St Louisiana 43 lamac 59
| Sim Houston St 84. NtchollsSl 4)
! lnaW7.IWifaski.66
l-.a.AAM 63 Baylor 60
: t«at Southern 77. MVSU 69
r*asIech94.0MahomaSt 70
i leias Pan Ameocan 94. Gardner Webb
; 44
i Mane 8/. !CU 87. 01
; tulsa 95. SMU 87

SOUTH

Gf
138
136
147
146
126
124
110

Pis
60
17
47
43
38
37

MIT: Two point! are ewarded lor a seclory, overtime and shootout kisses earn
one point and are referred to as Ian
Honda, i Cansii
lea lame* whaduwd
fueaday'i ternei
AtlSler Game it Trenton N 1
Wednesday's Carries
No lames scheduled
Thursday s Carres
Roanohe al Cincinnati
lackson al Columbus
MISSISSIPPI

CBA

at Pensecoia

AJabsma 45, Mi.tn.ippi 9 73
AJibami UM8T. Southern U 68
AJcorn9 75. Alabama St 61
Auitm Peay 81. lenimtM 9.68
Beiltiine-Coolunan 96. C-Opp* 9 77
Buffalo47. Marshall 78
CanrpMI 84. Jeckionv.lt* 9 79
Coe.lal Carolina 74. Biimmiham
Stwthrrn6;
Col of Ciartetlon 63. VMI 55
Da.td.on 73. HSU 66
Duke 103, Wake Fore.1 80
Flonda AtM 7T. Morpn 9.66
fbflda Allanttc 69. Belmonl 66
Fumwn9I.et4Ppalach.an9 78
Oor|ia 84. Donda 79
Oaf>a Sc-ulherri 86. rVolfotd 73
Hampton SB. Detioare 9 55
Houtfi>n80.UAB71
lackson 9 96,GiamUin|9.91
iKkumtlle 74. Tree 9 71
ISU 75, AoDum 58
lipscomb 76. Savannah 9 68
lomuana lech 57. Rtct 43
l ouivana-Morrw /0. SW teu. 57
Mti-Jeew St. 67, leu.-Ar1incton 61
Md (aitem Shore 70. S. Carolina 9 67.
701
MiamilOT.Pi-avtdenee96.01
MnrrV.dSl 44. ( Hentucky7l
Munay9 85 SEMmoon/2
NC 9ale84. Georira lech 71
NC Aiheville76. [Ion 64
H C .Wilmington 63. lamei Madison 59
tatol-St 87. Howard 84 01
Nodrtwe-iten-. 9 88. Icut-San Antvoo

.

.
i
i

'

FAAWEST
fcnona 96 UCLA 86
CS ntorthndje 73. UC Innne 77.01
CM 9. Futkrrton 65. Utah 9. 51
CMitomia 90. Vfashinfton 9.57
E Washiisfton 84. Portland 9 79
Goruaia 94. lovola lvUfyrr>ount 60
Idaho 60 UC Riverside 58
Eon| Beach 9. 78. Paohc 74
Lou..<ana lalayelte '1 NewMeiecoSt
64
Montana 74. Idaho 9.65
Montana St Z9.Wet.er Si 68
Nevada 73. Bone 9 64
NMMBICO73.BYU58

Ofe|on63.0m|onSI 61
Peppefdine 109. Portland 88
S Utah 69. Chicago 9 49
Sacramento St Sl.N.Anjona 63
SanOegoSl 81. Colorado St 69
SanErancitce44.9 Marys. Cal 67
, San lose 9 57. Hawaii 53
Sanla Ctira 86. San Diego "
SoitherriCaiei Annna9 73
Slanlwd 105. Washington 60
X Santa Barbara 74. Cal Pory-SLO 67
! Utah 63, AM fore* 57.01
i W Kentucky 86 Denver 59

46

! W0MENS COLLEGE BASKETBALL

Radioed 78. H*h Pont 77
Sarntwd 63. Geot|ia 9 59
Stetson 76. Meicer 71
lenn Martin 81. E Illinois 79.01
Tennessee 66. Syracuse 67
the Citadel 77. Chattartooca 64
Va Commonwealth 79. Old Dominion 77.
0T
Vandert.lt 60. South Carolina 61
W Carolir.a 87. UNC C'wnsoo") 77
Winlhico 81. liberty 48

EAST
| Arrny 73. lalayelte 51
j B.ngh»ni!on 85. Maine 71
Boston Collet' 59, Rutftn 56
; BockneH 85. Amenean U 76.01
i Cent Connecticut St 64. Fairteigh
Otkinson S3
Collate 44. Navy 73
Connecticut 93. Villanova 40
! Cornell 70. Columbia 56
[ Mtthijan 78. Buffalo 66
LehtfhM. Hoty Cross 75. 701
long island U 45. Robert Mortis 44
Mamt 64. Loyola. Md 46
Mctnmouth. NJ 89. OviwipiK 7?
New Hampshire 50. Albany. Hi 4?
Notrt Dame 69. Providence 41
Rhode Island 64. Duquesne 57
Sacred Heart 87. Mount 9 MatyV Md
75
St Francis. Pa 44.9 Francis. W 65
SyKuse89 Georgetown 6)
UMBC/7 Wagner 6?
Wes! V,fg.n'a80 Piltsbur|l>63

MIDWEST
Ball SI 78. Akron 66
Bowl- "i Green 76. bMo 57
Cent M-thigan86 t kfcchigan'J
Cincinnati 77. tooisvlle SO
Ciri|hton 76. ttfaifey 63
Dayton 68. Richmond 5?
DetrottSJ. Cleveland 9 50
111-Chttaio99.Ind.Pur ft Wayne80
IMtwsSI 6I.SWM.isouf.9 60
Unas 74. Oklahoma 67
Kansas St 63 Iowa St 57
Kent St 75 W Michigan 77

Pepper dine 51. Portland 49
S Utah 57. Crvcagc 9 5?
Santa Clara 70 SanD-egoSJ
Southern Cal 68 Anfona St 49
Stanford 7S Washington 6/
Weber St 63 Montana Si 49
Wyom*c46.S«nDitto9 51

Tata 79. Brown 60
SOUTH
Afcom 9. 66. Alabama 9 58
Austin i^ay8Cr.Ierinessee SI 70
Beimtnghem Southern 69. Coastal
Carolina S3
Campbell 64.1-oy 9 59
Chartanooia 74. Wotted 43
Coppw 9. 65. Bethune Coc*mar 57
( Kentutky 90. Itofehead St 76
Elan 40 H C -Ashev-lle 57
(kxida A4M 60. Morgan St 5(
FlorMa AHanlie 77. Belmont 70
Furmin 67. ET9J 44
Georgia Southern 87. Davdscn 81
Hampton 76. Delaware 45
Howard 84. Norfolk St 64
Jackson St. 8l.Cnmb.tng9 69
)Kksonv.lie91.Samtord65
Kent 9 54 Ma.shall 39
liberty 74. Wirthrop 64
Louisiana Monroe 7T. SW leaas 69
McNeese9 64. tews Arlington S3
Mercer //.CeorpaSt 73
Miami 56. Seton Hall 54
NC Central 81. N. Carolina All 51
NewManco9 77.Louisiana Lafayette
68
North ten. 74. Middle Tennessee 77
Northwestern 9 56. tmi-San Antonio
44
Radbfd 67. High Point S3
S Carolina 9 68. Md (astern Shore S4
S( Missoun 71Mun«ySt 55
South Alabama 49. Art. - little Rock 53
Southern U 90. Alabama A4M 44
Stetson 68. .icksonvillf St 60
tenn Mart* 76. t Illinois 71
VirgMira lech 69. 9 John's 50
W Carolina 68. AooalMhun 9.65
W Kentucky 78. Denver 77. 01

NHL
Stars-Blue) lacketi, Sums
Dallas
3
0
7—5
(Wia-mrius
?|0—3
FlrrtPene4 1. Dallas. Nieuvrendyk ?0
(Sydor. Iijrfaon). 7 07 {ppl 7. Columbus.
S(V«ley?0<iw.Vytamyl.?41 } Dil'i.
Brunei 4 (Maltxhuk, luieeon). 4 14 4.
Columbus Sloan T Marshal Wnghtl.
1336 5. Dales, 'urgeon 7 (H»t<he>
BruoHl 17 50
Perwlboi Klesla. Clm (holdingl I 40.
Wright. Clm (roughing). 5 46. Shelley
Clm. nteior (lighting). 544, Heton.us.
Dal. major (ligMmg). 546. Kiwtsen. ant
(cross checking). 6 16
Second Period -6. Wumbus. Hsrtins I
rW-tney. Knot sen). 8 17 (pp)
Pert>art»es Rucinsky. Del (txtldmg ibck)
7 37 Manson. Dal (slashmg). 10 11.
Klesla. Clm (raughinf | 1805, Morrow
Dal (routhmg). 1805. kkod.no. Dal
Owokinj). 1947
ThwdPenod 7. DMIas. IVknow 9
Meuwendeyk. V-wbevk). 5 08 8. Dallas.
Modano 77 tlahtinen). 1943 toil
Penatttoi Matcher. Dal (roughing).
T 79. Shelley. Clm (unsportsmanlike con
dud). 1? 06; Modano. Dal (hooking)

13M

Shell on ■«•»—Oallai IM 0 /
34
Columbus 5 16-10 31
Power-play Opportunities Oalas I of
4: Columbus 1 of 5
CoMt-n Dales. Turco 9-4-0 (31 shots
T8 saves) Columbus Denis 7-17 4 (3379).
At) endance 18 136(18.136)
■afare-aa— Rob Marten Paul 9ewart
linesmen Derek Amdl. 9ew Barton

MIDWEST
Ball SI 89. Bowling Groan 40
Bayio. 80 kbssoun 59
CrettjMon 78. Bradley 64
II-Chicago 83. Butter 76
Ind Pur mdpli 77. Oakland. Men 67
Loyola of Chicago 64. Wr.ght St 63
N lllino.W4, Miami (Ohio) 61
N Iowa 81. Drake 66
Nebraska 73, Kansas 59
Onto 75. Cent Mkhtian 69
Icus lech 74. Iowa 9 44
loledo 90. Ind ^ur - Indpls 57
Valpa'aiso 67. LIMKC43
W Illinois 75. Oral Roberts 54
WM«huian77.Afcfont9
Mi -Green Bay 74. Cleveland 9 51
Wn I*'waukee 107. Detroit 7)
SOUTHWEST
Hawaii 65. lulu SI
Oklahoma 89. leaai 69
Oklahoma 9 68. Kansas 9 60
Praine Vww 47. Art Pine Bluff 43
Rice 78. San lost 9 44
SE Louisiana 71 lamarSS
Sam Houston 9 77. l*cholls 9 59
Teus AAM Corpus Clmsti 76. li«comb
S3
leias Southern 83. MVSU 76, 0T
Texas Pan American 71. Gardner-Webb
63

N8A
Bucks Pistons. Bon
:oi7)
Thomas 3 9 3 3 11. Mason 3 6 34 9.
Pri-rb.Ho 3 4 6-10 17. Men 6 16 1 1 16
CessHIS 167 7 18.Redd8-187 771.
Ham 3-50-1 6. Johnson 1-4 7-34.F*pe
0-1 0-0 0. Alston 0-10-0 0 lotah 35-40
19-T6 97

■XTWn(7l)
Cuny 01 0-0 0. Wallace 3 8 7 6 8.
C Robinson 7 8 1 7 5. StKkhouse 5 71
9 11 19.Alkin»3 9?-?9.8arty7-911
l7.Wlhamson? I00?4.loim3 70 0
8.Cardinal3-5O-06.Moora 1-7003,
Akoander 0-0 0 0 0. Rebraca 0 0 00 0
: Totals 7940 15-T4 79.
MTweiikee
Detroit

3d
15

71 II 74 — 97
7T T3 19 — 79

l-Pe.m6oe« Milwaukee 8-18 (Redd
3-3. Allen 3 8. Thomas T-5. Casiefl 0-7)
Detroit 6-70 (Barry 7-3. Jones 7-5. Moore
1-1. Atkins 1-3. Cardinal 0 I. C Robinson
0? 9acUvouse0 5)
FauteelMil Man*
Rabeunek Ulwaukae 61 iPffyhitli 13).
Detroit SI (Wallace 17)
AaalaU Milwaukee 19 (Cassell 8)
Detroit 13 (Jone'. 5:
Total touts Milwaukee 73. Oetrd 7?
technicals Milwaukee Defensive Three
Second. Thomas Sfackhouse. Curry.
Detroit coach Carlisle. WJI.smson
Eletranttouli Bairy A—18.139
(77 076)

FAR WEST
Aivona 7I.UCLA60
fl*l)81 Ai.'lonei:
Calikvna 67. Washington 9 50
Colorado 88. TeiasAAM 70
Colorado 9 47.UNIV57
E Washington 64. Port land 9 61
IresnoSt 93 UIEP63
Idalw 77. Cal 9-Fiitlerton 56
Loyola Mafymount 76. Ijoeuaga 74.0T
Montana 77. Idaho 9. 61
N Artiona 101. Sacianvento St T9
Nevada 64. Boise 9 53
NewMenco66 Utah 55
0-egon Si 6I.Ofeton53

a. Create a diverse environment
b. Interact with others
C. Share your ideas
(<Q If you would like to experience
all of the above...

BiioiuiiTrMiiKnr
[PASW

22, 2002

46
40
3.4
73

teams receeva three ports lor a win, one
poml lor each quarter won and 1/2 pewit
lor any querler (Mat No points tworded
dunnf overtime

too

soo

AVC

www.bgnews.com

Then apply for
Undergraduate Student
Government

8-9pm and 9-10pm
•yve-jnesday Jan. 23.2002
8-9pm and 9-10pm
Thursday Jan. 24. 2002
7-8pm and 8-9pm

Q&estlons? Call Liz 214-5980

Follow the
Crowd To

Spacious living
Awesome Locations
Exceptional Amenities
NOWLEASlNC
FOR 2002-2003

PREFERRED13 rr
PROPERTIES CO

Fox Run ■ Haven House Manor ■ Piedmont
Birchwood Place • Mini Mall • Small Buildings
Frontier Housing • Houses
AN resMoots receive a i
to Oierryweod Healtk Seal
Indocr rtMted swWTWTtoTg pod.wri&HydriSfM WuripooJ. comptat*

Kfa^v
only

$2.50

(<:*■■?-

From 6:30sro - Tlsra
2 eggs,
2 bacon or 2 sausages,
' 2 pancakes or toasl, and
homelries or
coffee

Wide Variety of Lingerie
and Novelties'.
SELECT LINGERIE
DISCOUNTED AT

40% OFF

HUGE SELECTION OF XXX
VIDEOS AND DVD'S

3 videos for $24.95!

PRE!ERRED PROPERTIES Co.
530 Maple • 352-9378

IfJSfcVJ

Mon. Fri 8 12, M:30

MIRACIE CLASSIC
Saturday, February 2,2002
12:00-7:00 P.M.
Perry Field House
$50 per Team
Sponsored by the
Sport Management Alliance
and Pepsi-Cola. \^{J
5 vs 5 COED SOCCER TOURNAMENT
•••Proceeds benefit Dance Marathon***
Registration forma available at all Dorm Front Desks and Eppler
237 Center
Limited Spaces! Sign up today! 1
Deadline is January 25, 2002
Queetiona? Contact Sarah at germOaoccer.com
I

,'■

I

135 S BYRNE RD
TOLEDO 531-0079

1021 S Mean Si -352 0123

mjmemm f»)»a) •«* *wiiv' witt pmrngL

?^55

Do you //k« Papal and VeaHy'r >«*"V' '"«• pudding?

Want to buy a Papal and get a chance to
win a PlayStation 2?

PEPSI

in THE PUODIII' mm
Jan. 21st - Feb. 2nd 2002

Buy any Pepsi product and get entered to
win a chance to wade into a kiddla pool
fIliad with pudding to win ona of

eight PlayStation Z systems.
'See postee" efflclaf rules for tn. ... uhm, emcW rules. Flavor of puetttoe; yet to It
determined, but HI hod my may. IT4 aa tapioca. Hit no one ever listens to me.
Chocolate wouU be okay. I fuess. Saa Dkmaa Hhpi Scftocl Football Rules!

SPORTS

www.hgnews.com
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Pitching is Tribe's philosophy Hingis survives;
Sampras out

By Tom Withers
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

CLEVELAND — For a split
second. C.C. Sabathia thought
he was dreaming.
Back home in California following his fabulous rookie season, Sabathia had dozed off
while watching late-night TV
when a breaking news report
the next morning jolted him
from a sound sleep.
"They said we had just traded
Robbie (Alomar) to the Mets,"
the Indians' star pitcher
recalled Monday. "I was like,
'What?' I was stunned just like
everyone else. But we'll be all
right."
We're OK. That was the overriding message the Indians
were putting out to fans and
media members on Monday as
they kicked off their annual
winter press tour around Ohio.
For most of the past seven
years, the weeklong bus tour to
Toledo,
Columbus,
Youngstown, MansHeld and
other stops in the Buckeye State
have served as little more than
a chance for the Indians and
their fans to gloat over the success of the previous season.
And to look forward to
another AL Central title.
But this year, Indians are
using it to sell a new, pitchingfirst philosophy — and tickets.
The Indians are very different
from the 2001 edition: An offseason shake-up included the
surprising trade of Alomar to
New York in an eight-player
deal.
Juan Gonzalez also left"
Cleveland as a free agent, as did
veterans Kenny Lofton, Dave
Burba .and Marty Cordova.
Trying to rebuild while staying competitive can be a tough
project, but Sabathia isn't worried about the team's ability to

By Phi Brown
1HE ASSOCIAICD PRESS

The Associated PRess

ONLOOKER: A future baseball star hopeful listens in as Cleveland pitcher C.C. Sabithia talks to a
crowd of fans.
lot more emphasis on pitching. work.
We have to win people back
Before being traded to New
with all the changes. We lost a York before the All-Star break.
lot of power hitters, but I think Lawton played right field for
we'll do that in the first month. the Minnesota Twins, who
"We still got Ellis (Burks). We scrapped and gave the Indians
still got dim) Thome. We still a scare last season before their
got Travis (Fryman). I think second-half fade.
we'll do all right."
Lawton said he understands
General manager Mark why there's some skepticism
C.C. SABATHIA. PITCHER
Shapiro has reshaped the about the rebuilding plan. But
Indians. He wants them to after being in the opposing
change from a team dependent dugout, he knows the Indians
do so by opening day in April.
on home runs and hard-throw- have enough talent to win their
"I think we'll still win," said ing pitchers to one stressing seventh Central crown in eight
Sabathia, whose 17 wins helped solid pitching, sound defense years.
him finish as a runner-up to and hustle.
"I can see from a fan's standIchiro Suzuki in Rookie of the
Matt Lawton, who came over
Year balloting. "There will be a in the Alomar deal, has seen it
TRIBE. PAGE 12

"I think we'll still
win. We have to
win people back
with all the
changes. "

MELBOURNE, Australia —
Martina Hingis advanced lo the
Australian Open semifinals
TUesday by winning her hardest
match of the tournament, one in
which she dropped five games to
unheralded Italian Adriana Serra
Zanetti.
Hingis beat 83rd-ranked Serra
Zanetti 6-2,6-3, and now has lost
just 14 games in five matches, an
average of 1.4 per set
Serra Zanetti, in the quaterfinals of a Grand Slam for only the
second time in seven years, made
Hingis run and hit more winners.
But the Italian offset them with
errors.
"1 didn't know exactly what to
expect," Hingis said. "She's not
such a known player on the tour.
It was tougher than maybe I
expected.
"It was probably a good match
for me to get a speedy player.
"Sometimes those down-thelines I didn't expect"
Serra Zanetti also surprised
1 lingis with a few drop-shot winners After one, Hingis spread her
arms in exasperation.
The Australian Open was the
first major Hingis won. as a 16year-old in 1997. She followed
that with two more titles here, but
lost in the 2000 and 2001 finals
and has not won a Grand Slam
event since the 1999 Australian.
Hingis is seeded third, the first
time since the 1997 French Open
that she hasn't been No. 1 for a
Grand Slam event She fell from
the top ranking after 73 weeks
when an ankle injury required
surgery last October.
She next plays the winner
between Wimbledon and U.S.
Open champion \fenus Williams
and Monica Seles, a four-time
Australian Open champioa

This was Hingis' first match
against Serra Zanetti on the pro
tour, but the Italian remembers
their meeting in their junior days,
when she was 14.
"Before that match, I was
thinking, '1 cant lose to a 10-yearold.' but 1 did," Serra Zanetti said.
She was the last unseeded player surviving in the womenS draw.
On the men's side, however,
only four of the top 26 remain.
The tournament turned into
one more disappointment for
Pete Sampras, whose winless
streak now stretches to 21 events.
Marat Safin hurt Sampras with
his power game early and then
held off a late comeback bid by
the Grand Slam king to advance
to the quarterfinals with a 6-2,6-4,
6-7 (5), 7-6 (8) victory Monday
night
Safin saved two set points in
the final tiebreaker before finishing Sampras off.
During the 3-hour, 33-minute
match, both players were upset
by some line calk and the normally reserved Sampras vented
his frustration at a spectator at
one juncture in the second set
"I was one point away from
tying it up," said Sampras, winless
since taking Wimbledon in 2000
for his record 13th Grand Slam
tournament title. "I was frustrated
the way the match was going and
I needed to release it somehow.
The gentleman was talking... and
I let him know how I felt about it
and just kind of showed a little
personality."
He had been favored here after
the five top-seeded men went out
before the third round. That left
Sampras and Safin, seeded
eighth and ninth, respectively, as
the only players with Grand Slam
titles still playing. And Safin prevailed, just as he did in the final of
the 2000 U.S. Open.

Come check US out...
The ladies of Delta Zeta want to see YOU
• at the AZ house for Spring Recruitment!!!

We're
more
THAN YOU THINK

Tuesday January 22nd 8-9pm. 9-10pm
Wednesday January 23rd 8-9pm, 9-10pm
Thursday January 24lh 7-8pm, 8-9pm

P Planned F&renthoocF

Come join us for lots ot fun and some food!

NEW Walk-In Clinic Hours
Mondays from 2-7PM

House located in the Conklm Greek Unils
Any questions coll Amy O 214-1147 or
Joanna O 214-5834

of Northwest Ohio, Inc.

No Appointment Necessary

Scheduled office hours:
Mondays 10am-2pm, Wednesdays 9am-5pm
Thursdays 12N-5PM
735 Haskins Road, Bowling Green
(419) 354-3540

Delta——
The Gavel... i—Kappa
The Ladies of Kappa Delta invite you to
Wants You! ^Winter Wonderland
Tuesday, Jan 22 from 8-10 pm
Wednesday, Jan 23 from 8-10 pm
Thursday, Jan 24 from 7-9 pm

IF ONE OF MY SANDWICHES

Questions?
.
Please call Mel at 214 - 3749 ™

DOESN'T HIT THE SPOT,
THERE'S SOMETHING

-Open RecruitmentJ

SERIOUSLY WRONG
WITH YOUR SPOT.

CW0*«,
WE DELIVER

tftfVlY fOffjy,
1616E.W00STERAVE.
BOWLING GREEN

PH: 352.7200
FX: 352.7203

To pick up an application stop
by Rm. 202 West Hall.

.*°«ID'I GREVrtSj,

*Internship credit avaliable*
WWW.JIMMYJ0HNS.COM

< ZOO? Jrn-m, John \ FIJI--fiise lAC

The Gavel is now accepting
applications for
writers/photographers and
designers to work
on future issues.

Come join the
Alpha Gammas
for a week of recruitment fun!
Tuesday 8-10
Wednesday 8-10
and
Thursday 7-9

Visit us at the Alpha
Gamma Delta
Sorority House!
^ tV I
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Bucks stomp Pistons 97-79
OSU grad Michael
Redd leads the
Bucks with 21
points; Sam Cassell
added in 18.
By Larry laje
!H[ ASSOCIATED PUSS

AUBURN HILLS — Home or
away. Refreshed or tired. Ahead
or behind.
Lately, those factors haven't
mattered for Milwaukee.
Michael Redd scored 21 points
and Sam Cassell added 18 as the
Bucks beat Detroit 97-79 Monday
for their eighth straight victory.
They have won five straight on
the road for the first time since
1989.
"Our team is in a good mode."
Milwaukee coach George Karl
said. "I think we've been much
better on the road than at home
because our focus is better. Our
laziness doesn't hurt us as much
on the road because we know we
have to play good to beat anybody on the road."
Milwaukee's home game
Tuesday against the Phoenix
Suns will be its sixth in eight days.
"We could've very easily taken
one off and said we're tired or
beat up," Karl added.
Ray Allen scored 15 first-half
points and Joel PrzybiUa had
career highs with 12 points and
13 rebounds for the Bucks (2613).
Milwaukee has won 11 games

this season, including their last
victory over Atlanta, after trailing
by double digits.
The
Bucks
controlled
Monday's game from the start,
but hit a lull that melted their 22point lead to nine late in the third
and early in the fourth. The
Pistons couldn't get closer than
that.
Allen said he thinks the Bucks
are better when they're behind, or
at least in a close contest.
"It's easier," Allen said. "When
you're down or going back-andforth with a team, it's easier than
having to keep a 15-point or 20point lead."
Detroit's lerry Stackhouse
scored 19, but was 5-of-21 from
the field. Cliff Robinson and
Corliss Williamson, Detroit's second and third-leading scorers,
combined for 12 points on 4-of18 shooting.
"It's going to be tough for us to
win when all three of us have terrible
shooting
nights,"
Stackhouse said.
Reserve Ion Barry scored 17 for
Detroit (19-20), which needed the
win to go over .500 for the first
time since Ian. 5.
"Obviously, we're going to have
to be a lot better than that to beat
a top team, and we've got another one on Wednesday," said
Detroit coach Rick Carlisle, referring
to
the
Minnesota
Timberwolves' visit.
For the second straight game,
Detroit dug a big hole early, but
were unable to win their third in a

row.
Allen made his first four shots
for 10 points as the Bucks led 134 just 4:08 into the game.
Milwaukee led 34-15 as Detroit
missed 17 of 21 shots in the first
quarter.
"The slow start was definitely
our undoing," Carlisle said.
"We've got to find a way to get
better energy at the beginning of
a game."
Detroit has been outscored 6737 in the first quartSrs of the past
two games.
By the time Stackhouse made
his first field goal with 2:04 left in
the half — after seven misses —
Allen had 15 points and
Milwaukee was on its way to a 5537 lead at halftime.
Detroit outscored the Bucks
17-4 to close the third and cut its
deficit to 69-60. The Pistons
trailed by nine again a few minutes into the fourth.
Notes: Karl said he hopes Glen
Robinson, who has missed the
last 12 games with a bruised left
thigh, will be able to practice hard
on Wednesday, "Then we'll see
where we go from there," Karl
said. ... Wilmcr Jones Ham, the
mother of Milwaukee's Darvin
Ham. is the mayor of Sagjnaw,
Mich. ... Redd, a second-year
player from Ohio State, was one
short of his career-high of 22
points.... The Pistons have been
called for eight technicals and a
flagrant foul in their past two
games.

Spring Recruitment
Open House
Tuesday January 22
@ 8 pm - 10 pm
Wednesday January 23
@8pm- 10 pm
Thursday January 24
@ 7pm-9pm

TRIBE, FROM PAGE 9

The Associated Press

SWARMING DEFENSE: Milwaukee's Ray Allen (right) scored 15
points in the first half to help lead the Bucks over the Pistons.
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We've got you
COVERED
One Bedroom Apartments
320 Elm St. Large furnished or unfurnished apartment
close to Campus.
FREE CAS HEAT, WATER & SEWER

Where: AT House

114 S. Main over downtown business.
Unfurnished apartment w/ washer/dryer in
building.

If you have any
questions, please call:
Jean: 214-4508
Nieolle: 214-5208

117 N. Main over downtown business.
Unfurnished apartment w/ dishwashers.
Washer/dryer in building.

How Would
You Score?
Take a FREE lest Drive and Find Our!
Now is your chance to take a practice test under
test conditions. Experience Kaplan's Test Drive and
you'll receive individual feedback on your
performance. Don't miss this free opportunity to
find how you would score on the real exam.

On the campuses of BG, UT or Firtdlay
Call now to reserve your seat

Rentals

332 S. Main St. (Our Only Office)
352-5620
www.newloverealty.com

NE

ggVE

Two bedroom apartments:
320 Elm Si. Large furnished apartmenls close to Campus.
FREE GAS HEAT. WATER & SEWER.
709 Fifth Street Large unfurnished apartmenls w/ two baths.
Private parking lot.
801 Fifth Street Unfurnished apartments w/ patios or balconies.
Free water & sewer.
803 Fifth Street Unfurnished apartmenls w/ patios or balconies.
Free water & sewer.
309 High Street Unfurnished or furnished w/ patios or balconies
FREE GAS HEAT, WATER & SEWER.
311 S. Main Street #B
downtown business

Beautiful unfurnished apartment above a

315 1/2 S. Main Street: Upper duplex unfurnished w/ deck.
Close to downtown
507 E. Merry Street. Large furnished apartments across from
Campus. Free water & sewer.
525 E. Merry Street: Large furnished apartments across from
Campus. Free water & sewer.
520 E. Reed Street: Urge furnished apartments across from
Campus Free water & sewer.
843 Sixth Street: Large unfurnished apartments with 2 baths
and dishwashers. Washer/dryer m the building.

-**s.

L=J
PM

■

332 S. Main
(our only office)

352-5620
www.newloverealty.com

1800KAPTEST
www.kaplan.com

'Course names are registered trademarks ot their respective owners.

■-.-,

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

MERCER MANOR APARTMENTS
323 and 331 Mercer Road (limit 5 people)
I 3 bedroom, furnished. Units have fireplaces, I
A/C, dishwashers, microwaves, and
garbage disposals.

\m ©IPIF ©EiwDSinr
with coupon for
Apartments rented 1/17 - 2/27.
(Discount taken per unit)

Now Leasing

IKUflWX Expires 2/27/02

Final Days
To Rent!!

vf-is

Mi
GREENBRIAR, INC.

NEWIPVE
Renlib

KAPLAN

FsM SdXDS Ik&siiaig
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Test Drive
MCAT, LSAT, GMAT & GRE
2/09/02® 10:00 AM

NEWIPVE

JV JV JV JV JV JV JV JV JV JV JV

at Newlove

point, saying, 'Hey, it's going
to be tough for them to win,"'
Lawlon said. "From inside, as
someone who knows the
game and played against
them the last couple of years,
I know this team has a great
chance to win.
"We've got some of the best
starting pitching in the game,
and anytime you go out there
with great arms and great
defense, you've got a good
chance to win."
Sabathia is eager to get the
season underway. The 6-foot7 lefty has spent part of the
winter in Arizona working
out with a private trainer. A
year ago, Sabathia went to
spring training camp unsure
if he would make the 25-man
roster.
Now, he's being counted on
to stabilize the rotation and
double-digit victories.
"I'm looking forward to
having a good season," he
said. "I want to go out there
and win 17 again, if not more.
But I'm not going to put any
pressure on myself. I want to
have the kind of year that I
had last year."

\?7\? Vo\J <NI©V\—
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I Delta Gamma i

Sabathia
eager to
start new
season

Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 9am - 5pm
Saturday 9am - 1pm

352-0717
224 E. Wooster
Bowling Green
OH 43402

www.wcnct.org/-- gbrental
I

2 bedroom fuxmshtd.& llnfurnisfud
May andAugust 2002
1 Bedroom summer only
LimitedAxtatfa6U

2 Blocks from
Campus
480 Lehman
3543533

HGSU

VIU-AGE
GREEK
APTV

SMRTS

www,bgnews.com
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Mets acquire Burnitz in three team deal
By Josh Dubow
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

NEW YORK — The New York
Mets pulled off a three-team, 11 player trade Monday night,
acquiring leromy Bumitz from
Milwaukee and sending Glendon
Rusch to the Brewers and Todd
Zeile to Colorado.
The Mets completed an offseason overhaul of their offense, getting the slugging outfielder they
had been seeking after being
spumed by free agent Juan
Gonzalez. Bumitz will fit into a
lineup with newcomers Roberto
Alomar, Mo Vaughn and Roger
Cedeno.
"This has been a rather complicated process, which seems to go

with everything else this winter
that we've done," Mets general
manager Steve Phillips said.
New York also received pitcher
Jeff D'Amico, infklder Lou Collier,
outfielder Mark Sweeney and
cash from Milwaukee. The Mets
got two minor leaguers from
Colorado: infielder/outfielder
Ross Gload and pitcher Craig
House.
The Brewers, who saved money
by dealing Bumitz back to his
original team, added a left-handed starter in Rusch. They also
obtained outfielder Alex Ochoa
from Colorado and infielder
Lenny Harris from New York
The Rockies filled their third
base hole with Zeile and added

outfielder Benny Agbayani. The
Mets will pay at»ut half of Zeile's
$6 million contract.
"We got to the point where the
players had been outlined for a
while and it was a matter of making the financial end work,"
Phillips said.
GMs Dan O'Dowd of Colorado
and Dean Taylor of Milwaukee
have a history of making big deals
They took part in a four-team,
nine-player swap on Dec. 13,
1999.
This is the biggest deal since
December 1994, when Houston
and San Diego pulled off a 12player trade — the most players
dealt in the past 44 years. The
Padres got outfielder Steve Finley

and tliird baseman Ken Caminiti
and Houston got outfielder Derek
Bell.
After going to the World Series
in 2000, the Mets went 82-80 last
year, finishing with the fewest
runs in the majors. They were second-to-last in average and
homers in the NL
Bumitz adds another big bat to
a lineup that returns Mike Piazza
and EdgardoAlfonzo.
"1 think it's pretty exciting,"
Burnitz said. "You mention all the
names and it just speaks for itself.
It will be nice to be a part of."
Bumitz, who played two seasons with the Mets, hit 251 with
34 homers and 100 RBIs last season, although he struck out 150

times. The Mets only had 40 home
runs from all of their outfielders in
2001.
D'Amico was 2-4 with a 6.08
ERA in 10 starts for Milwaukee last
season. He missed four months
because of an arm injury and had
surgery July 2 to decompress a
nerve in his right ami. D'Amico
was one of the top NL pitchers in
2000. going 12-7 with a 2.66 ERA.
"When he was healthy in 2000,
he absolutely dominated,"
Phillips said. "He was always a
highly touted pitcher He was just
besieged by injuries."
With the latest deal, the Mets
project their 2001 payroll to be a
little more than S100 million —
about $5 million more than their

original budget.
"We're spending an awful lot of
money," Phillips said. "We didn't
set out with approval to spend it,
but as things started to fall into
place, and we felt we had
improved, the team ownership
and fans rallied behind ii That
gave ownership the comfort level
to expand it."
After acquiring lefty Shawn
Estes from San Francisco last
month, the Mets Jtad an excess of
left-handed starters. They also
signed free agent Pedro Astacio, a
right-hander, last week. Bruce
Chen probably will move to the
bullpen to make room for
D'Amico in the rotation.
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Classified Ads
372-6977
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Campus Events

Travel

Travel

Personals

Personals

Personals

Spring Break 2002 - Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas, Acapulco and Florida. Join Student Travel Services.
Americas #1 Student Tour Operator
Up to $100 off certain hotels. Group
organizers can travel Iree. Information/Reservations 1 -800-648-4849
or www.ststravel.com

»1 Spring Break Vacations! Cancun.
Jamaica. Bahamas, Florida.
Best Prices! Space is limited!'!
1-800-234-7007
www.endlesssummertours.com

Fraternities • Sororities
Clubs ' Student Groups
Earn $1.000-$2,000 this semester
with the easy
Campustundraiser.com three hour
lundraising event. Does not involve
credit card applications. Fundraising
dates are tilling quickly, so call today! Contact Campusfundraiser.com
at (888) 923-3238 or visit

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE
MEN'S & WOMEN'S TEAM
HANDBALL-JAN. 29

Movie Theatre
Catch all the new releases'
Adult $5.25- S5 75
B.G. WOODLAND MALL

SPRING BREAK Cancun. Jamaica.
S. Padre & Florida. BEST Hotels.
FREE parlies, LOWEST prices'
www.breakerstravel.com

(800) 985-6789
STUDY ABROAD RETURNEES
Please join other study abroad
returnees in sharing your overseas
experience at one of two sessions:
Tuesday, January 22 or Monday,
January 28 Both sessions are from
3:00-5:00 p.m. in 1103
Oftenhauer West. Please call
372-0309 it you are unable to at- tend

Spring Break Super Sale! Book
your trip with StudentCity.com and
save up to $100 per person to Cancun, Mazatlan Bahamas. Jamaica,
Padre and Florida. Most popular student hotel: including the Oasis and
the Nassau Marriott Crystal Palacel Prices start at $3991 Sales
ends soon! CALL NOW! 1-800-2931443 or go to StudentCity.com!

WFAL needs DJs & VJt! Join one
ol the coolest student organlzations-WFAL Radio & Vidcobank.
Attend an information session on
Thursday, January 24th in 121
West hall 6 9:30 pm. WFAL
1610AM/Cable7& 1S.tvfal.org
wfaiewfalstaff.org

Spring Break Tickets!
Get a FREE MTV audience ticket
to select shows when you book
your Spring Break through
StudentCity.com! go to MTV.com
or call StudentCity com at 1-800293-1443 for details! Tours and tickets are limited.

•••ACT FAST! 8AVESSS,
GET A COUPON. GOTO
SPRINGBREAKDISCOUNTS.COM
OR CALL 800-584-7502

www.campuslunfl'aiser.coin,
Gifts from the Heart
Hand crafted items
Home decor gifts.
B.G. WOODLAND MALL

Services Offered

Interior painting
Professional quality affordable painting call Jason at 353-3160
Worried about pregnancy?
Get Tested
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

Personals

SUMMER LEADERSHIP
TRAINING & OFFICER
OPPORTUNITIES!
Apply now for the Army ROTC
Leader's Training Course
Develop your team-building and
decision-making skills while
locking in future Army officer
job opportunities. Earn pay plus
possible BGSU credits.
Call Captain Calvin Fish for details

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
MEN'S BASKETBALL
-JAN 23.

372-8879

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
MEN'S INNERTUBE WATER
POLO-JAN. 28
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
MEN'S, WOMEN'S & CO-REC
DOUBLES RACOUETBALL-JAN 30
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
WOMEN'S & CO-REC
BASKETBALL-JAN. 22.
INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS AND
SCOREKEEPERS NEEDED FOR
TEAM HANDBALL APPLY 130
PERRY FIELD HOUSE OR CHECK
WEB SITE COMPLETE AND RETURN TAKE-HOME RULES TEST
BY JAN. 29. MUST ATTEND
CLINIC ON JAN. 30
Loss Weight leal great
Thermojeits
1-800-375-5808
Spring Tanning Special.
Unlimited until Spring Break $49

Spring Recruitment
alUuAeiuOJIowie

Tuesday Jan 22,

From 8-9 or 9-10
Wednesday Jan 23,
From 8-9 or 9-10
Thursday Jan 24,

From 7-8 or 8-9

SIGMA KAPPA SORORITY
Bringing Sisterhood To Life

We Are Having an Open House
8:00pm-10:00pm
8:00-10:00pm
7:00-9:00pm

Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday

•X^STE A K H O USE®^

Is Now Hiring:
Busers, Cooks, Servers
& Hosts/Hostesses
•
.
■
•

Top wages *
Flexible Hours
Paidvticaticxis
Health/Dental Insurance

• Quarterly incentive bonuses
Apply in person
Mon. - Frl. 2-4
401 W. Dussel Road
Maumee, OH 43537
(Just a few minules from BGI
lake I-475W to Dussei-tum right.)

Bahamas Party

Cruise $279
s mn • turn «*■» • *m ■**« • MMM um

Cancun $459
Florida $119
) %SMi • ** * "OW • *•* «W »

HIGHLAND

MANAGEMENT

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319E.WOOSTERST
(across from Taco Bell)

i

M or F rmte needed. ASAP lor 2
bdrm condo. Laundry, own room &
full bath. 2 car garage $300 mo.

419-352-3738
M-F rmt need asap
Spacious house, own room
353-3571
Roommate needed immediately for
2 bedroom condo in Maumee. Must
be comfortable with pets. $300350/mo Call Kim 419-354-8130.

Help Wanted

$250 a day potential.
Bartending. Training provided.
1-800-293-3985 ext 541.
America Reads is now accepting applications for the Tutor t position.
Must be lederal work study eligible.
Hours are flexible. Pay is $6/hr. Apply in person 571 Education building. For more info call 372-2331.
Attention: 2002 Expansion Immediate full time/part time openings.
$14.15 base-appointment.
We train. Customer service/sales
10-40 hrs per wk. around school
Call Mon thru Fri. 9am-5pm.
419-874-1327 www.zf9.com.
Desk clerk for local motel needed 23 shifts per week. Weekends required. Inquire between 8am and
4pm at Buckeye Inn front desk.
EARN $1000 FOR YOUR GROUP
Work on campus to raise money lor
your student group or organization.
Make your own schedule and earn
$5 per application.
Please call 1 -800-808-7450

Management Inc.

OPEN
NOW

T najfe • Pawu City Dx**»

1-800-678-6386

PRISE - 3 BR. use ol garage. Limit 3 people. Will be '
freshly updated. $950.00 per monlh. deposit $950.00. Tenanls pay all
utilities Available June 15, 2002
722 EIGHTH - 3 BR A-lrame. Limit 3 people. $550.00 per month paid in
11 payments ol $590.00. Deposit $590.00. Tenants pay all utilities.
Available May 18.2002
629 ELM STREET - 3BR. Limit 3 people. Use ol garage. $850.00 per
month paid in 11 payments ol $913.00 Deposit $85000. Tenants pay
utilities. Available May 18, 2002
806 SCOTT HAMILTON - 4BR Limit 3 people $890.00 per month
paid in 11 payments ol $956 00 Tenants pay all utilities.
Available May 18.2002
140 1/2 MANVILLE - 2 BR Above garage behind 140 Manville Limit 2
people. $560.00 pet month paid in 11 payments ol $601.00. Deposit
$560.00 Tenants pay utilities Available August 22,2002.
f -1 BR. Limit 2 people. $440.00 per month paid in
11 payments ol $473.00 Deposit $440 00. Tenants pay utilities. Available
May 18.2002.

1 subleaser through Aug. 15.
Own room.
Call lor details. 353-2998

SpringBreakTravel.com

Come See Us and Bring a Friend!
HOUSES AVAILABLE 2002-2003
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES

Wanted

Semester unlimited $60.
One month unlimited $30. We have
booths and beds New bulbs
Campus Tanning 352-7889

OUTBACK^

Alp-ka Chi Qmefya
Sorority

UNDERGRADUATE ASSISTANTSHIP POSITIONS available for biology majors for 2002-2003 Application deadline: Feb. 8.

I'll E Wadiinglon Succl. Bowlinj Green

419-354-6036
www wc net oig/ - hightan d

SPECIALIZING IN
GRAD STUDENTS!
Joy-Mar Apartment!
803-815 8th St.
2 bedroom-$550/mo.-12 mo. leaie
Laundry facilities on-srte
♦A»/heat
The Highlands
220 Napoleon Rd.
One beOroom laundry facities
in bldg.. ale. quet.
$425/month
The Homeitead
One and two bedroom, A/C.

on-sile laundry ceramic We,
soundproof construction, skytrghts
dishwashers, vaulted celings
From $5IO/monlh -12 month leow
Additional Sites to Choose from:
liberty Street & Summit Hill
ler us help you make a tough
Oeclsion easy, call or slop by the
otSce TODAY'

Call 419-354-6036
From 10:00-4:00

Management Inc.

Heinzsite Apt.
413 E. Merry
1 & 2 Bdrms/Air Condition
Dishwasher/Garbage
Disposal
Brand New
Starts at
$410/Mo.+ utilities

Management Inc.

Evergreen Apt.
215E. Poe
Efficiencies (two left)
Laundry on site,.
Starts at $250
Call 353-5800
Stop by the office at
1045 N. Main St.
for complete listing or
Call 353-5800
http://www.wc net.org/--mecca/
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Help Wanted

The Daily Crossword Fix

For Sale

Help Wanted

brought to you by

Earn extra cash. Local office (IIIIng positions now In customer
service/sales. $14.15 base-appointment. Guaranteed starting
pay. Fun work environment with
other students. Flexible schedule
around classes. No telemarketing
or door to door sales. No exp.
nee. We train. Call Mon. thru Frl.
9am-5pm. 419-874-1327.
www.workforstudents.com
PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE
MONEY! Top boys sports camp in
Maine, counselors to coach all
sports: tennis, basketball, baseball,
roller hockey, water-sports, rockclimbing, biking, goll Have a great
summer (888|-844-8080 apply at
www,«mpcecJar-Com
RESIDENTIAL ASSISTANT - assist
persons with MR/DD with daily living
skills in a Residential setting No experience necessary, part-time and
sub positions available in Bowling
Green,
Portage and Walbridge
areas ranging from 24.5 to 79 hours
biweekly S90O-S12.25 per hour
based upon experience. High school
diploma/GED required. Application
packet may be obtained trom Wood
County Board ol MR/DD. 11160
East Gypsy Lane Rd , Bowling
Green, Ent. B. Monday-Friday.
8 00am-4:30pm. E.O.E.

Fast pitch softball pitching instructor
needed for 12 yr.old girl. Can meet
at Rec. Center for lessons 352-1073

Internal cell phone antennas. $10
each. Works on any mobile phone.
Helps to reduce static and increase
reception. For more information, call
419-260-0662

Seeking part time child care. Looking for person to care for 2 boys
ages 1 and 3. Tuesdays and Thursdays from 2-6pm in my Perrysburg
home beginning in mid-February
through end o* April. Further days
negotiable Pay negotiable based on
experience. Please call Kay at
419-873-1563

•1

Vision Snowboard, bindings and
size 11 boots for $250 OBO Call
Tim O 419-806-0726

:)

■"

For Sale

M

M

'93 Chevy Corsica-Red. w/auto, AC,
CD, pwr locks, tilt, cruise. 3.1L V6,
-28MPG. Clean, runs well, w/good
tires. 120K, $2950. Call 419-8850376. "
94 Ford Taurus hunter green. Power
everything, AC. CD. must sell
$2,700. Call 354-8408

"Filling FAST. Houses * apts. Lg. 4
& 6 bedrm. houses for 8. Apts. 311
& 316 E. Merry. Call 419-353-0325
9am-9pm.

•

■•

11 Brewed drink
16 Eskimo canoe
18 Man (pi)
20 Pig
22 Desert fertile area
23 Ebony

4

M

•0

"

25
27
28
30
32
36
38
41

Move head in agreement
One of the senses
Stand (p t)
43 Small amount (colloq )
Affirmative
45 Deny existence
Edge
47 Beaver construction
Sweet potato
49 Reoffer
Under age
52 Went by car
Gains

54 Lavish entertainment
55 Female pronoun

56 Sick

2 Bdrm Apt. Sm. pets OK No deposlt. Avail now or May '02 through
May 03. 419-352-2618, leave msg

1 Direction (abbr)
4 Senior
9 Ship's stern
12 Brown by sun
13 Garbage
14 Contend
15 Bring to consciousness
17 Lighlproof box
19 Spring month
21 Lion's lair

2 bedroom furnished apt
Includes utilities. Close to campus
353-5074

TUESDAY,

u

ACROSS

2 bdrm condo avail now. Beautiful &
spacious. 2 full baths. 2 car garage.
Laundry. $825 mo.+ utll. 352-3738

Engagement ring. A marquise cut
diamond sized at 53 carats set in a
14KT gold band Must sell. Asking
$1500 OBO. 419-353-1664

■

8 Peruse
9 Street
10 Evergreen tree

N

M

1H "

1

V

L
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M

11

1 LB N

Ti

■4

11

1

1 Estimated arrival time (abbr)
2 Carpenter's tool
3 Outer layer of tooth
4 Wide-mouthed jug
5 Spear
6 Document signed (abbr)
7 Et cetera (abbr)

■■

HM

11

"

.
LB

.1

"2 bdrm. furnished apts. available
for rent starling May or August. 704
Filth St. "2 bdrm, unfurnished apts.
available August. 710 Seventh St.
Mature renters only. "1 bdrm, furnished, grad students. 601 Third. St.
352-3445

.

20

■

For Rent
M

OPENING

M

n

1

Telephone Research and
Data/Entry. Positions for 1 st and
2nd, and weekends $6.50-S7/hr to
start. Call Today!!
REMEDY (800)491-TEMP

1

-

'1

•

22 Heed
24 Age
26 Almonds
29 Alleviate
31 Receive
33 Consume
34 Continent (abbr)
35 Opens lock
37 Dull

JAN.

Introducing
your new favorite
restaurant.

57
59
60
63

44 Spotted horse
46 Slide
48 Damage

50 Want
51 Auricle
53 Removed condensed moisture
55 Fish
58 Scold
61 Concealed

62 Money paid out
64 High craggy hill
65 Elevated railways
66 Musical composition
67 Directions (abbr.)

□ □ DE B B B
□ □□ aB DEn Q Q a
□D□
BO B □ a
0 a □ □ LPB P
El D

DD
DD
OD

D

□ D D□ Da

o DD 1 DO
DO 1 D nl
D D □ BD E □D S
1 Q|
1

□

42 Sit (p.l.)

Upstairs at:

ANSWERS

D □D DO 1 DO
D DO D D BD 1
D an DO DD
D □ a a D O DD
D B D □ DDO
D D D D DDE B

39 As
40 Cold personality

Tuesday

Fisherman's need
2.000 pounds
Ever (poetic)
Bushel (abbr)

Comedy Night
With Keith Lenhart
& Dennis Piper
9:00-10:30 J
5$ Cover '

The Bowling Greenery:

DE Ol
DD D|

a

□O D
DO
DD D

Open Mic Night
18 & Over No Cover Charge
104 S. Main • 353-0988
18 & Over

an open-air bistro located
on the 2nd floor of the

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

2002-03 1 & 2 bdrm at Georgetown
Manor. Free heat, water. + sewer
1 S3 bdrm at 616 2nd St
Call 419-354-9740 for more info.

4-5 bdrm. house for rent or sale
Near campus
Bob 419-669-3393.

Roommate needed immediately for
3 bdrm condo w/laundry and
garage 372-0463

EFFICIENCY. Nr. Wal-mart. 10min.
commute S350 INCLUDES ALL
419-787-6655

Sublease ™wdr<i ASAP tor 1 bid
room apartment S475'mo Contact
Kim 419-354-8130

Bowen-Thompson Student Union
at Bowling Green State University
featuring delicious appetizers,
traditional Union salads,

THE

BOWLING

greene ry

homemade soups,
and a wide array of entrees.

Available August 15. 2002. 1-bedroom apartment close to University,
$350.00 per/mo, plus utilities. Year's
lease required. Call 419-686-4651

Monday through Friday—Lunch: 11:30 a.m. to 2 p.m.; Dinner: 5 to 7:30 p.m.
We accept <*sh,

VIM,

MasterCard, Debit Oining Select. BiO Charge and department charges Golden Buckeye Card* alio accepted.

Available August 15. 2002, 2-bedroom apartment close to University,
$450.00 per/mo, plus utilities. Year's
lease required. Call 419-686-4651

Jbiteov&i a ftleui- ^bimenUon m GolUcje Apantment Jliu-mc},!

Houses & Apts for 200203 school
year 12 mo. leases only-starting
May 18. 2002
424 S. College-3 Br.-S795-.util
641 S. College-3 Br.-$915.util
905 Mourning Dove-3 Br.-$1050+util
415 E Court »C-2 Br -$520»util
420 S. Summit-2 Br -$460»util
605 Fifth «C-2 Br.-$400»util
230 N Enterpnse-1 Br.-S365.util
424 1/2 S. Summit-Effic.-S265*util
Steve Smith 419-352-8917 or
419-308-2710. .

Subteasers needed immediately.
Downstairs duplex w/garage Close
to downtown. Lease runs now until
August Call 419-257-1523
Wanted: Subleaser(s) for now until
August. 2 bedroom apartment within
walking distance to campus Rent
very reasonable Contact Rob at
(419)666-4529

One BR, Nr downtown; New Carpet
& Paint. S600/mo.. 1 Yr Lease Req
419-787-6655
Room available in historic house.
Private entrance. No pets S235 mo.

352-9925

aV

*°

**>

353-5160

7*>

*7\

<*3Kk_

Management Inc.

2002/2003 LISTING
Signing Leases NOW!

706 Napoleon
Bowling Green, OH 43402
www.suhenclave.com

Management Inc.

Ilillsdale Apts. I082 Fairview,

♦ FREE full size washer and dryer in
every apartment

I & 2 Bdrms/Air Condition
Dishu asher/Garbage Disposal
Washcr/Drycr hook-up in 2 Bdrm
Suns at $390 + Utilities

Call 353-5800

♦ Private bedrooms with individual leases
Management Inc.

♦ 24 hour emergency maintenance
♦ Brand new apartments

Ileinzsite Apts. 7I0 N Knlcrpn.sc
I & 2 Bdrm/Air Condition
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
Starts ul S4IOVMo +Utilities

♦ Resort style pool with hot tub

1^8it*

j

■ \

♦ State of the-Art computer center

kALHilil

' :" n

<*

j

♦ Fitness center with cardiovascular and
free weights

<?»

h*

-c*"

$50 OFF
"TOW"

Sterling
University
^Enclave
706 Ntppfcoo Road

-lurfSww" I

I.

Management Inc.
716 E. Wooster SI.
I bdrm/12 month leases
.

1

•■ — — •- — -■-" — — — — — — — — — — J

'.

AfEfcCA

♦ All new appliances including microwave

'

Your deposit

Management Inc.
Blue House (The Jungle)
120 N. Prospect
2Bdrm (downstairs #2) 12 mo lease
Close 10 Downtown & College
Starts at $675/Mo + Utilities

♦ Free resident parking

BGSU

An SUH» Community SUH« is a trademark of SUH, Inc.

I

COUPON

—

«v

2 Cheese Pizzas
Sm.
Med.
Lg.
$8
$10
$13
Exfra items each pizza
$.75
$1.00 $1.25
Add breadstix $2.25
Voted Bat P.«a '93 - 94 - 95
'96- 97- '98- 99 -00 • '01

Over 3 Million Pizzas Sold

♦ Furnished apartments available

BMII
Vnpi-v"

—

Across from Campus
Starts at $360/Mo + Electric

AIEECA
Management Inc.
Evergreen Apt. 215 E. Poe
Efficiencies & Large I Bdrms
Laundry on site
Slarts at S250-Call 35.3-5800

Stop by our office al
1045 N. Main St
for complete listing or
Call'353-5800
www.wcnel.org/-mecca/

Good« EG, HMrMla, Bndwi PiTMtvnii
Coupan
, i
Ff»t Dalfctry

iit.ca

^

41M2-516S
JMN. M««\ BQ.

